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"The Big One": Hunting's Supreme Thrill

One Of Kentucky's
Better Weekly Papers

TWO SECTIONS
18 PAGES
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Water Valley
Postoffice To
Fill Vacancy

—

Fulton, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky Thursday, May 5, 1966

Ruth Scott Is
New President
Of B&PW Club
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University of Kentuck
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Number 18

Hickman County Sheriff,StatePolice,Get
Bootleg Haul In Spicer's Clinton Home

Mrs. Ruth Scott, owner of Scott's
An examination for Postmaster
the liquor—whisky, wine,
Hickman County Sheriff Willis Jackson working seized
at Water Valley, Kentucky. $5941 Floral Shoppe, wes elected and invodka and gin—about 11 .o'cloce
og the Fulton- closely with State Highway police broke up a whisky Saturday.
a year, will be open for accept- stalled as presi
and Proance of applications until May 24, South Fulton B
bootlegging operation in Clinton Saturday night that Sgt. Bob Holloway, one of the
W
1966, the Commission announced fessional
officers said "has been operating wide open without any officers making the raid, said the
men's Club Tues
today.
was stacked neatly in the
apparent interference from area and local agcnts of the liquor
Competitors for the postmaster day night. Mrs
Jet W. Hill end his 17%-lb. wild gobbler
sizeable room. He said no effort
vacancy in this city must have at Ramelle Pigue
Kentucky Alcoholic Beverage Commission."
had been made to conceal the botleast 1 year of experience (educa- district dire°
tles except by closing the door.
A 64-year-old Clinton man, Ray
was
tion above nigh school level may elect
whisky
purchased
he
allegedly
that
The room opens off an enclosed
folbond
his
on
own
is
free
Spicer,
be substituted for 6 months of ex- charge of the inlowing the raid in which state po- from Spicer on April 29. Carmi back porch of the hame located
perience) showing that they have stallation service.
field
repreABC
the
local
Page,
blocks from the Hickman
two
licemen said they found 357 bottles
Other office
the ability to maintain simple reof liquor in a pantry-like room of sentative did not assist in the raid, County Courthouse. The home
cords of accounts or that it has are: Mrs. Rut
office
sheriff's
County
Hickman
the
is about a block from Highway 51,
the Spicer residence.
given them a knowledge of postal Grooms, tat vic
reported.
at Jefferson and North Streets,
procedures.
An ABC agent from the Louispresident; Mrs;Peres Ruh Suitt
State policemen, armed with • The raid was planned and directCompetitors must also show Gladys Simpson;
ville area, operating incognito,
that they are of good reputation 2nd vice president; Mrs. Jewell was instrumental in bringing about warrant for Spicer's arrest and a ed by Lt. Marvin Monroe. Others
It was a cool, frosty 6 a. m. on at intermittent intervals. No re- and that they can meet and deal McClain, recording
secretary; Spicer's arrest. The agent reported search warrant for the home, in the raiding party were Trooper
Friday, April 29th, this morning sponse.
Eual McIntosh, Trooper Glenn
the public agreeably and ef- Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards, corThen it happened. A gobbler an- with
between the lakes in the KenRita
Mrs.
Simpson and Sgt. Willis Martin.
fectively.
responding secretary;
tucky Woodland Wildlife refuge swered from a distant bill. Joe
written
a
take
Applicants
must
treasurer.
Adams,
The warrants were obtained
area of Western Kentucky. Joe kept calling. Five minutes passed. teat Those who pass will be asfrom Hickman County Judge Eli
The meeting, a pit-lack dinner
/fill had been up since 2, and long Ten. Then a movement up ahead, signed final ratings on the basis
Padgett
before daybreak had donned his on the path.
on their experi- held in Fulton Electric kitchen,
The case is expected to go to the
A thousand volts of electricity of this test and
of the outgoing
camouflage outfit and taken posience, and fitness for the position. was in charge
grand jury which meets here May
tion in the wildlife area astride a jolted Joe quietly and suddenly u They must have resided within the president, Mrs. Lorene Harding.
16. The liquor was confiscated for
a huge gobbler walked slowly into
. deer path.
one Mrs. Harding called attention to
evidence.
view some 50 yards away. Ever delivery of the post office for
to be held in
The turkey gobbler hunting sea- so slowly. Wings spread wide as it year immediately preceding the the state convention
Spicer is charged with sale of
Lexington June 3-4-5, also to the
son was open. This was one of carefully
toward the closing date of the examination.
strutted
liquor in local option territory and
to be held in
only four days in the year that one sound of the hen call. It slopped In addition, they must have reach- national convention
of liquor for sale in a
possession
tuts
July.
in
Scores of bills were signed and require drivers whose license
could hunt the elusive gobbler, con- and Joe's heart sank. It pecked ed their llith birthday on the clos- Atlanta
suspended or revoked to pay dry county.
wary and
acceptance of appliwere a few vetoed by Governor Edward been
members
Twenty-three
prized around on the ground, raised its ing date for
ltdeeed the malt
T. Breathitt in the week following a $5 license reinstatement fee besporting game in the hunter's head high for a wary look around cations. Persons over 70 years of present.
the March 18 sine the adjournment fore applying to take another
book. This was Joe's third year and then again stepped forward. age cannot be appointed.
driver's test, proceeds to be used
of the 1906 General Assembly.
rewill
applicants
to try his prowess; many try for Just a few feet. Joe sounded the
qualified
All
to underwrite drive. improvement
years and are never successful, hen call again, softly, deliberately. ceive consideration for employOne of the outstanding measures
COMING
REP.
clinics.
VA
that
was
race,
governor
to
persistence
but Joe had a hunter's
signed by the
The gobbler repeated its routine, ment without regard
Also, require gradual standardinspection of
and determination to keep trying. coming forward a few more feet. creed, color, or national origin.
H. S. Miles, a Oseitect Represen- requiring compulsory
ization of all highway signs and
Complete information about the tative of the Kentecky Disabled motor vehicles.
Joe sounded his turkey hen call
It was an agonising game. Just
in Kentucky; require all
signals
enof
touch
In putting the final
Joe and the big gobbler in the examination requirements and in- Ex-Service Men's Beard, will be
brake linings to meet safety
structions for filing applications present on May 13, 1966, at the actment into law on this and nine
quietness of the early morning.
prescribed by Safety Destandard
On it came, ever so slowly and may be obtained at the poet office Chamber of Commerce in Fulton, other highway safety measures,
In 1946 the Fulton Chapter of the
partment; authorize school and
deliberately, pecking nonchalantly, for which this examination is be- Ky to assist veterans and their he said they made up "the most church buses to use red flashing American Red Cross exceeded its
.
Jelelnes
moving ing announced. Application forms dependents with claims for bene- significant package of safety
looking warily, and
quota of 0400 in the annual fund
lights.
forward toward the sound of the must be filed with the U. S. Civil fits due them as a result of their measures ever enacted by a KenNow, in 1966, this
And, create a traffic safety co- campaign.
tucky General Assembly."
Service Commission, Washington, military service.
calling hen.
chapter lacks $250 reaching its
Pram
auto Inspection law, ordinating committee by statute; quota of $1297.
At about 50 feet, the big gobbler D. C. 30415, and must be received
the
Besides
He will be present from 9:00 effecitve in 1968, which is expected provide for simultaneous flashing,
folded its wings, again pecked aim- or postmarked not later than the
Although March was designated
tail lights as an added
A. M. until 3:00 P. M.
lessly, and stepped cautiously for- closing date.
by Breathitt to save nearly 200 parking and
if desired by motor- as fund campaign month, Fund
ward. Joe could stand the nervelives a year, he signed safety safety device
Jerry Cresson is urging
Chairman
ist; extend liability insurance
shattering suspense no longer.
measures that:
coverage; and strengthen enforce- all who have not yet made a conVery carefully and very deliberPermit the Safety Department ment dealing with abandoned ve- tribution to please do SO end help
ately he raised his 12-gauge shotto license and regulate driver hicles.
meet the quota.
gun to his shoulder, took careful
training schools and instructors;
The Fulton Chapter covers the
Three bills to strengthen the
aim and fired.
supervisory and regulatory func- surrounding area, including Cayce
"It was my greatest thrill in 31
Crutchfield. More cases are
and
DeInsurance
State
of
the
tion
told this reare."
.When you see the pictorial sup- years of hunting," Joe
Governor Edward T. Breathitt shown what the opportunities
partment were signed. Generally now being handled due to the war
plement of the Fulton County porter.
Nam and, unless the quota
46-yeara
Viet
In
Young,
who
comthey require new insurance
The Governor said Young,
When he loaded his Prize aboard has named W. C.
News either today (Thursday) or
panies to put up more money in is reached, there is a great possihis jeep and checked out of the old Paducahan, as a special ad- worts part-time as • counselor,
tomorrow (Friday) I'd like for you
office
capital and surplus before begin- bility that some cases cannot be
will work with students at both the
to return to Fulton, Joe learn- ministrative assistant in his
to stop for one fleeting moment to area
to concentrate on helping Negroes secondary and college levels. He
ning insurance operations in Ken- handled due to a shortage of
contemplate the fantastic amount ed that 214 hunters had registered find employment in State governfunds. All funds received by the
tucky.
will also keep in close contact with
but he was one of
of work it took to put it together. that morning,
in this
enterprise.
private
them
and
private employers, supplying
Department, in chapter are used for work
been successful. ment
had
five
that
Insurance
only
The
it
making
on
planned
we
At first
"It la no longer right Just to information about prospective emJoe, well known throughout the
Benton, Ky. Is a happy communi- addition, is authorized to inveati. area.
an eight-page section, then we deopportunity," ployees.
equal
Contributions may be mailed to
area, is a trooper with the State provide
ty in the western end of the state. gate management of companies
cided to up the pages to ten, then
folks have and to oust from the state those The American Red Cross, Fulton,
Breathitt said. 'We've got to seek
Young, a clerk with the Illinois It's hymn-singing home
Paul and Marti Eakin and I look- Police,
counsel him, help
the
may be handed to Mrs. Cavite
or
Negro,
harmony,
the
double
out
a
mismanaged.
are
achieved
which
has
Paducah,
Central Railroad,
ed over the situation and decided
him find employment."
One of the bills vetoed by the Olive, Mrs Anna Belle Edwards,
been secretary of the Western harmony of living in amicable
to make it twelve pages. The simpsaid Young will
Cresson or Bud Davis.
once-a-year
Jerry
Governor
the
The
and
Kentucky AFL-CIO Area Council prosperity
(Continued on Pape Five)
lest part of the whole endeavor
work closely with the State De- for eight years and he is a mem- harmonies of Big Singing Day.
was deciding the number of pages,
of Personnel in identify- ber of the executive board of the
partment
The Big Sing has men going on
from then on it was • rughmare.
ing job categories where vacancies Kentucky State AFL-CIO.
since 1864. Each year expatriate
That's why the edit .s is not in this
The Board of Directors of the exist
Countians and hymnMarshall
it
but
promised,
as
paper
a
week's
A native of Paducah, he is
Fulton Woman's Club will Meet at
He cited clerk stenographers,
from all
will be in next week. But you can the Derby tomorrow (Fridry) secretaries, accountants, vocation- member of the Paducah Urban Re- loving outsiders come
to sing (or listen
America
across
you
if
the
buy a copy this week-end
COWIlitsi013,
morning at ten o'clock for • al education teachers and chemists development
to) the ancient hymns of their
just can't wait.
"Dutch" coffee.
as examples of personnel he would city's Human Rights Commission Welsh forebears on the courthouse
All outgoing and incoming board be seeking for employment in and the Paducah-McCracken Coun- lawn at Benton. This year (1966)
The Christ Ambassadors of the
ComI
ty Economic Development
After I started the supplement
members are asked to be present. State Government.
First Assembly of God Church in
the big day is May V.
mission.
for
intends
also
decided to put the story together This Includes officers, department
he
Breathitt said
This years "Jaycee, Pepsi-Cola
The hymns are known as "South- South Fulton are sponsoring a
He also holds membership on the
in • manner that the significance chairmen, and chairmen of stand- the state to sponsor various guidern Harmony" hymns and they "Gospel Singing Jamboree," which Junior Fishing Rodeo" for youngof our entire mission could be ing committeea.
projects at schools to en- State Advisory Council for Medical
&nee
place at the Church, 103 sters age 6-12, will be held at Pepsi
take
use
will
remaining
only
the
constitute
viewed in one fell swoop by people
The regular meeting of the Ful- courage Negroes to qualify for bet- Assistance and the Kentucky Man- of "shape-note" singing in the Taylor Street, Saturday, May 7, Lake, Saturday, May 28, 1996.
power and Training Advisory Comin Washington, in Latin-America ton Woman's Club will be held in ter jobs.
Each fisherman will be responworld. Shape-note singing was de- at 7 p. m.
and everywhere else in the world. the club house at 1:30 p. m. to"Many of our young people," the mission.
Rev. L. C. Duck and the Christ sible for bringing his own pole,
couldn't
Young is a graduate of Lincoln veloped for eeople who
It necessitated a lot of re-writing morrow (Friday).
Governor said, "must be encourto
public
the
and bait. Lines will be wet
invite
line,
Ambassadors
by
Ken- read music. — Developed
from the original concept of the
Dr. Ward Bushart will show a aged to learn early and be given High School and the West
"Singing Billy" Walker, an evan- attend. Anyone wishing to sing promptly at 1:90 P. M. Many fine
story. Well, to make • long story film, "Challenge For Greatness." the reasons for spending long tucky Vocational Training School
Rev.
Duck.
will be awarded to "lucky"
notify
prizes
should
gelist, in 11334.
short it was one Herculean task.. All members are urged to attend. hours at study. They need to be at Paducah.
fishermen, with free Pepsis given
Even worse than the post-Festival
to an.
supplements that we put out, mainParticipation in past rodeos haa
ly because Paul and I do those
been tremendous. To Insure that
issues as a joint project. This one
you get to fish, fill in an entry
had to be planned, edited and put
blank now and mail it to the "Jaytogether by yours truly because of
cee, Pepsi-Cola Junior Fishing
the intent of the issue,
Rodeo", Box 58, Fulton, Kentucky.
made
We
af- music world of talent.
to the We arrived in Quito shortly the
Is
ssns—,
found that there is no real barrier the quartered logs down
preliminary negotiations for this The dead-line for registering
by Jo Weelpiwiline
noon. We had invited all of
ter
small
the
on
on
loaded
still
May V.
be
to
e,
is
hemroad-sid
Klett
the
to understanding between
Luckily the
us dur- group to come to the Festival. I Monday,
Concluding Sulu
merchto be taken to their Quito Amigos who visited
local
by
then
donated
Prizes
efburros,
of
lack
severe
a
excellent
only
are
dinispheres;
speaking terms with me, but barechances
the
before
think
Last week I left you
ing the Festival last year to a litants are given for: most fish
home-sites.
ly. I'm not real cordial working ner at the Zacaray Hotel near fective communication.
that afternoon. that they will be here.
gathering
(le
first fish caught; largest
under such pressure. And they Santo Domingo. This week the conAt the same time I saw a burro Thanks to the generosity of the
morning the whole
Saturday
to leave the caught;
hated
us
of
few
A
take • dim view of my changing cluding series starts after dinner group seemed eager to get on the walking along a small ridge, fol- City of South Fulton, Mayor Rex Ecuadorian Government's party, flab caught; shortest fish caught;
even
fish caught; second
most
times,
second
them
of
many
alt
women,
my mind so
on Friday night and takes you to return trip to Quito. Our trusty lowed by two
Ruddle was host to the young peo- but we were invited to another
though a woman is entitled to that the end of what we all call a drivers were all ready to make the (the burro, too) carrying a single ple. Mary Jo and Ruth Ann and gala event at the beautiful Tennis largest fish caught; winning one
I
Poles-down
think
Poles-up,
they
many
the
obviously
. . but
privilege
"lived up" the Club where the Rotary Clubs of of
trip, which entailed travelling up- plank, which they had
"dream trip."
a many of the adults
contests; or by catching one of the
carry the prerogative a little too
-hill 7000 feet to Quito from Santo labored upon for days, with
of seeing our honored Ecuador were holding a District many tagged fish swimming in
enjoyment
far.
the change machete, to cut the lumber from visitors in their native lands.
Conference. We met so many won- Pepsi Lake.
After dinner the less weary Domingo. You can feel
along, but thc logs.
Mrs.
travelers returned to the Gower- In altitude as you drive
Saturday night we were guests derful people there. Dr. and
Jaycees handles gthis year's
imwe
stop
de
road-si
another
Anyhow, in looking back, I realAt
the
match
to
seemed
elevation
the
Ministers of Agriculture and Gallo Ballesteros were there, (he's rodeo are: Darrel Crass, chairthe covered pavilion to talk with some
saw plored our drivers to stop so that of the
we
as
ize that keeping my nose to
spirits
our
of
Louise
was
buoyancy
so
and
gathered
Rotarian)
who
a
reeidents
the
local
and Commerce and
Industry
Morton Brooks, co-chairman;
man;
historand
quaint
a
view
grindstone on the Issue since we of the
could
all
in
we
country-side
Tourist Commission Killebrew, who was the Bal- Lyndel Greer, Robert Perry, Robthere to while away an evening. We the Ecuadorian
got back from Ecuador has kept
beauty.
ic, hand-made foot bridge across a Ecuadorian
reception and lesteros' house-guest while In ert Webb, and Larry Ader serving
countered again Tom Sanford, a of its inspiring, Spring
magnificent
a
at
didn't
menI
.
..
The
circulation
stream.
of
owing
me out
I could not help but notice that swift-fl
to member of the Peace Corps, whom
dinner at the Hotel Quito. There Ecuador.
as committeemen.
love the land .. the folks, and a woman or two, decidget to go the Evening of Music;
Well, as you can determine-from
had met earlier in the day at Ecuadorians
we met nearly all of the leading
Leonora Bushart's delightful sup- we
I said jokingly, many ed to cross the bridge to the other
earth.
Saturgood
Peace
another
had
He
Tandalit.
civic, business, industrial, cultural the fore-going account that
pure
for
just
stream,
the
of
come
out
side
to
per following same; to see the
seem
they
so
GROCERY SHOPPING
member with him so we times that
and social leaders in Ecuador. The day was a long and full day,
"Restless Ones;" to attend the Corps
in any given area. adventure. On the other side they
Banana FesTHIS WEEKEND?
to our heart's content about of the ground,
publishers of every major news- around mid-night the
impressive dedication of the Smith talked
For instance we stopped to view found oranges growing . . they
of gothinking
started
group
effectivethe
tival
and
atin
also
magnitude
were
Ecuador
in
paper
flowering!
friendships
found
you are ... and you'll
also
flowing
course
Of
Atkins memorial fountain; to the the
waterfall,
mountain-side
a
good
a
hotel
for
the
to
that American program.
You can see by this edi- ing back
installation meeting of the B&PW ness of
From out of nowhere it seems, a tendance.
swiftly from high above, to the
hosts would not want to ow these week-end ads for
I found myself reqciring less
tion that our visit was viewed as night's rest. Our
appeared
matron
young
gracious
disappear
to
specials:
Club, or to write a nice long story
then
and
road-side,
think of our going, so we stayed . .
on the trip than normally, so
news," in Ecuador.
bout all the funny things that rest
rocks below us. Look- at the bridge-site to invite us to "big
stayed up until the early hours beneath the
The party was too memorable to there was a reason!
A&P--page 5, section I
happened on the trip that are for I
college ing upwards at the water-fall I her home high atop the mountain- describe. The orchestra was pure
Sometime after one o'clock we
young
four
with
talking
purely local consumption and not
foliage moving, only to be side. We were running somewhat
EW Jamss—pau 7, saction II
entertain- were called into the spacious dinthe
And
n.
students who plied me with ques- saw the
Latin-America
suppictorial
for
serious
declined
we
more
falling off schedule, so
for the
food, realabout our country, and I cer- startled by the sound of
ment . . . a folk-loric dance group ing hall of the club for Night)
plement, that I do hope you will tions
Isiggly•Wiegly--page 10, sect. If
on a narrow ridge I this trip, but we certainly intend
(Continued on Pape
tainly returned the inquiry. After logs. High
that was something out of the
enjoy and comment upon too.
natives sliding to visit her some future morrow.
of
group
a
see
could
I
conversation
delightful
hours of
(Continued on Pape slant)

State Trooper -Joe Hill
Proves He's Sharpshooter

Auto Inspection Is Now
Compulsory In Kentucky

49c
49c

Red Cross Still
Needs Your Help;
Quota Lagging

Jo's
Notebook

yet

Do

5
For $1

Paducah Illinois Central Employee
Is Breathitt Aide To Employ Negroes

Get Out Tuning
Fork;It's Big
Sing At Benton

Woman's Club Board,
Members Meet Friday

Christ Ambassadors
Holding Gospel Sing

Ecuadorian Trip Ends In Fond Farewells and "Hasta Manana"

16 Oz.

59c
39c

EXTRA
UALITY
STAMPS

he Mall.

Annual Jaycee
Fishing Rodeo
Is On May 28th
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I SNOW SOMETHING GOOD ABOUT

ING
PAUL and JOHANNA M. WIESTPHEL
Editors and Publishers

Wouldn't it be fine and dandy
If each handclasp, fond and true,
Carried with it this assurance,

vate mission, personall
It
the individuals who made the trip.
was neither sponsored nor motivated
by any governmental agency; it was
a mission inspired by the determination to prove that nothing says American friendship like a warm hand3hake• and a friendly smile.
The Fourth Annual Banana Festival will be held in Fulton, Ky. Tenn. from September 25 through
October I. It will be attended by
many of the dignitaries and individuals shown on these pages. We extend a cordial invitation for you to
Join them here.

;fJ

any Administration campaign, come
this November. Not being "in on the
know," to this type of thinking, we'd
rather imagine that if the rumor is
true, there must be some basically
good reason for delaying the Administration's action in the 1967 gubernational race.
It would have to be a very good
reason for us to see the logic in the
waiting period.
Nobody asked us our opinion on
the matter of strategy in the forthcoming gubernatorial race, but we're
going to give it anyhow. It was influenced by former Governor and
former Senator Earle C. Clements,
whose political prowess is unsurpassed in our generation.
As the prime strategist in a political campaign, Senator Clements
er.
would demand that the headquarters
• To us, the cat and mouse game
staff and the campaign leaders make
being played by the Democratic bigregular and systematic forays into the
wigs in Kentucky is getting pretty
hinterlands to see what the grass
silly.
roots voters were thinking and talkIt's also creating an ominous uning. He believed that campaign workers who stayed close to their headrest among the rank and file voters
quarters desks talked mostly to supwho might just possibly like to feel
porters, who generally told the workthat they have a choice in making a
decision as to the candidate they feel
ers what they wanted to hear . . . .
would make a good governor.
"that their candidate was winning."
Former Governor Bert T. Combs,
This advice could be well taken
whose yes or no decision as to whethby Governor Breathitt and his top
er he will make the race for a second
associates and advisors. And if it
term is still not forthcoming, is conwere taken they'd soon find out that:
tributing nothing to the peace and
—Most people regard Governor
security of the grass roots politicians
Edward T. Breathitt as a fine, sinwho don't know whether to choose
cere, dedicated, hard-working chief
up sides and pick a runner, or crawl
executive, but that some of his top
in a hole and not be seen until the
administrators have gotten compla.
published
is
racing form
cent, apathetic, and disinterested in
It's a muddy track, that's for
everything except their empiresure!
building and big, fat salaries. Many
If the powers that be in Frankvoters would like to "see a change"
.
fort had any idea how many mancome next year.
hours of State government employ—That more and more people
ment are spent in prognosticating on
are becoming independent voters and
the political situation in Kentucky,
couldn't care less about Administrawork
all
the
that
out
find
they'd
tion or non-Administration-supported
the
if
the
time
half
in
done
could be
candidates.
gowere
they
whether
loyalists knew
—This business of waiting for a
ing (in or out) in the hazardous
to designate his "heir apgovernor
months to come.
getting old and could well
is
parent"
that
It has been widely rumored
s results it did in
disastrou
the
have
the Breathitt Administration would
Lawrence
Governor
then
when
1955
like for hopeful candidates aligned
Wetherby made his "I'll tell you who
with that Democratic faction, cease
the candidate is when I get ready,"
and desist their gubernatorial aspiremark.
rations until after the general elec—Candidates who aspire to the
tion this year. Now that seems like
governorship as Henry Ward, Bob
a rather ridiculous, even egotistical
Matthews, Foster Ockerman and
thing to do.
others do, ought to rest their case
What assurance does Governor
with the voters first, then let the
Breathitt have that some anti-Adminpowers that be decide the strongest
istration candidate will not get in the
one. Ordinary voters are begining to
race and start a vigorous campaign
believe they are second class citizens
that would be six months ahead of
... that it's the big monied boys who
pick and choose as they will.
Voted ens of Kentucky's "Best All Areurair
Weekly Papers.
There's going to be a voter-revolt
one of these days and the time is not
Published livery Thursday et The Tem,
Ky.
Mg
Pullen,
Ave,
Commercial
at MN
far off. If the powers that be would
get out among the "natives," they'll
gaeand . class postage paid of Fulton, Ky, 42041:
find that they are restless and someSubscription Rates: $3.1111 per year In Fulton
body better do something quick or
Hickman, Cleaves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weekley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere through.",
start making arrangements to close
the United States $4.59 pat Taal%
the palace door.
Kentucky Subscriber, mutt earl 3% Sales Tax.

"SHOULD A CHRISTIAN SUP
PORT CIVIL DISOSEDIIINCII--

"I know something good about you!"
And treat us just that way?

"I know something good about you!"
Wouldn't life be lots more happy
If the good that's in us all
Were the only thing about us
That folks bothered to recall?
Wouldn't life be lots more happy
If we praised the good we see?
For there's such a lot of goodness
In the worst of you and me!
Wouldn't it be nice to practice
That fine way of thinking, too?

This Cat And Mouse Game In Kentucky Politics
Is Getting Silly; Shouldn't Voters Have Choice?
Saturday is Derby Day in Kentucky.
For all practical purposes it is
the
the day and time when some of
comfinest horse flesh in the Nation
top
petes for what has become the
accolade in the racing world.
For the past several years Derby
as
Day has also come to be known
alth's
the time when the Commonwe
gubernatorial hopefuls unleash their
pent-up anxieties and announce for
the top spot in the political kingdom.
In spite of the fact that there are
many potential "runners" at the
starting line, chomping at the bits to
make the long trek down the campaign trail, it is apparent at this writing that the starting gate will remain
closed for at least, a little while long-

YOU

Wouldn't this old world be better
If the folks we meet would say,

Festival Edition Published For Attention
Of President Johnson and Diplomatic Corps
y financed by

a
Soon our readers will receive
special pictorial supplement telling
by
of the recent trip made to Ecuador
Interna30 persons representing the
on.
tional Banana Festival Associati
the
in
published
is
edition
The
Johnhope that President Lyndon B.
members
son, the State Department.
the
of the United States Congress,
Governors of Kentucky and Tennesfounsee and the many philanthropic
dations in this country can see first
the
hand the tremendous influence of
people-to-people diplomacy as practiced by the citizens of Fulton, Kene.
tucky and South Fulton, Tennesse
The visit to Ecuador was a pri-

Our
Christian
Heritage

CORNER

You know something good about me.
I know something good about you!
—Louis C. Shimon

I

FULTON'S

i

{rary Comer
by Miss Jessie Orgain

A REPORT ON THE STATUS OP
LIBRARY SERVICES IN FULTON
COUNTY

Last year GM 'nor Edward
Breathitt made a al',nit of Sin 000
annually for a two veer library
demonstration in Fultoa County
The Departmental Libraries was
given the responsibility of admin.
islering this fund and of sponsoring the project Six months of the
demonstration, or a fourth of the
• time nas now gone by During (his
time the libraries of Fulton and
Hickman have been completely
renovated, new furniture added,
hundreds of new books completely
catalogued and processed have
been placed on the shelves. records. framed prints, films and
audio-visual equipment have been
placed in the libraries -for borrow.
ing. A large new bookmobile filled
with new books was given to the
county by the Department of Libraries, °ter and above the funds
granted by the governor. Salaries
for personnel have been paid from
the grant. and the Department of
Libraries has given much additional help in getting things set up
and ready to operate. Fulton library and the bookmobile have
been in operation since la -it November. Renovation of the Ricktrios library was net completed

4Prs

L.

until February of this year but
during the time of the redecorating
library service was given from an
extra bookmobile which stood in
the yard Total circulation for the
county has multiplied many times
since the beginning of the project
This is only a beginning. Library
service here still falls far short of
what is hoped for in the future.
But even so. people are,remarking
that "this is the best thing that
ever hit Fulton" and :(ich expressions from other parts of the county. Forward looking citizens are
saying.. now "What must we do to
keep this when the two-year demonstration is over"" The answer in
that through (he Department of G.
Manes State and Federal help will
he available when they are assured of a substantial amount of local
support on a permanent annual
basis. This county must he able
locally to pay salaries for libarians
and assistants, to provide and
maintain a suitable building. and
additional equipment as needed.
It is encouraging to learn that
the Library Services and Construction Act has been approved by the
House Education and Labor Committee. and could come before the
full house for a vote any time now.
Perhaps more letters now to the
Washington
Representatives in
would help Many people have writ-

FROM THE FILES:--

Turning Back The Cluck—
May 3, NM

Melvin Cagle and Fred Ray, of Hickman, have
taken over the John Huddleston Plumbing Shop in Fulton. Messrs Cagle and Ray will move to Fulton as soon
as living quarters can be found.
HELLO WORLD: Mr. and Mrs, G. C. Henderson of
Chestnut Glade are the proud parents of a little daughter, born April 28 in the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Robertson of Crutchfield are the
proud parents of a boby girl, born April 28 in the Fulton
Hospital.
Hunter Whitesell and Paul Boaz were named cocaptains of the 1946 Fulton High Bulldogs football team.
As a result of a recent attendance contest, the Morman B. Daniels Class of the First Methodist Church
were guests at a fish fry Tuesday night given by the
losers, the Busy Men's Class, in the dining room of the
church.
Twenty Fulton County 4-H Club girls of Cayce and
Western High School met at the Clinton High School
gym Saturday, April 29, to take part in a judging contest, with participants from Fulton, Hickman and Bal-

,A—s•

Sy Dr. M. aveneet Magruder
"For rules are not a terror
for
good works but to the evil
he is a minister of God to thee for
good, but if thou do that which
evil. be afraid, for he beareth not
the sword in vain."
(Romans 1373,41
In a speech to a civic club in
Lawrenceburg, Kentucky Attorney
General Robert Matthews express.
ed astonishment that the General
Presbyterian
Assembly of the
Church of the IT S ha. gone on
record advocating civil disobedience as a last reenet "It is pert
cularly appalling," Ise said. "when
people in peoutions of leadership and espersally our churchmen
encourage the young or the discontented to tabs tbia law into their
own hands through civil disobediems.. The doctrine of civil (Ilia
bedienee puts individuals rights
above the rights of society in general. for whom the laves are made
in the first place '•
The citizens of Kentucky. and
especially members of the churches of Kentucky will, we believe.
support and applaud this pnaition
of the Commonwealth's top law
enforcement official in his crm ,
clam of the doctrine of civil disobedience. Attorney General Matthews is affirming not only • basic
principle of Constitutional law, but
also a basic principal of Christian
(Cenatused en Pans Twos)

ten. but more letters could still be
sent to urge any of the representatives to give this their 'import
We ran not be sure of this until the
president's signature is on la.
Whether it passes will make a vast
difference in what Kentucky can
do toward going forward in ats program.
And now just a word in a personal way from the writer of tlus
column. I will he leining Fulton
now and the column will he car
rued on by Mrs. ain Howlett with
some assistance from Mr: H
Williamson. The county is fortunate to have Mrs. Rowlett as supervisar and coordinator for the
program She has finished her Ii
hrary science MUMS. and s receiving her degree from Murray
College Mrs. John Daniel. librinan in the Fulton Library, Mrs
Katherine Willingham, bookmobile
• libearian. and Mrs. Moselle Johns.
librarian in Hickman will all be
going to Frankfort soon for a twoweek training period These are all
people who are giving themselves
unstintingly to the cause of better
library services With 'such a staff
of workers and with an enlightened
and progressive citizenship, we
believe that Fallon County will be
able and willing to make the necessary arrangements for carrying
on a program of library services
that will he a credit to you. and
iliat will pay off in benefits to the
area My tfurpose in coming to
P'ultan W 31 to promote library service, here As a by product I have
found some wonderful friends. I
want to say "Thank you' to all
who have extended to me many
• courtesie3 that have made my stay
with you pleasant. To the presa

and radio station special apprecia
lion is due for their generous cos
erage of library news This county
has some very fine people. and
When some time nit in the future
I hear of an outatandmg program
of library services that you are
supporting. I shall "swell with
pride" And now "Goodbye- and
I hope to see you at the Banana
l'est:val Chia fall.

Letters To Editor
!fay 2. 1955
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Dear Sin

SC

A few yean ago Patton was a
rat infested community With the
publicity of the fact extended by
the local papers and the D-Con
furnished by the city, and the co
operation of the entire population.
the situation was eventually COr•
reeled.

la
a(

a

Reeent'dy complaints that rat,
gain had appeared in sirldel!,
separated areas of the city, which
apparently were rat-free before.
indicates that further myestigalion and action should be taken
to prevent a recurrence of our
earlier experience
As the gestasion period of rats
.:0 days, let us again work
together and stamp out this men
ace to the health and stellar, of
our people, before it become•
more wide spread.
Sincerely,
An Interested Citizen
0 N. Fugue

lard Counties. The purpose of the meeting was to select
from each county representatives to attend Juruor Week
at Lexington in June.
From Austin Springs: At the home of Mr. and Mrs.
William Johnson last Saturday afternoon a kitchen
shower was given for Mr. and Mrs. Pete Chambers.
Many friends gathered with gifts for the newly:7eds.
From Latham: Pete Chambers and 'Miss Louise
Ru.shing were married a few days ago. They %cal iive in
Paducah, Where the groom is employed.
Mrs. Louiaa House has gone into the fishing industry and would be glad to receive your order for fresh
fish.
The May term of the Fulton Circuit Court begins at
Hickman next Monday, May 6. Judge E. J. Stahr will
preside, but Judge M. C. Anderson will be present to
preside in the cases in which Mr. Stahr is interested.
Mr and Mrs. Edward Berkfield, of New York City,
announced the engagement of their daughter, Dorothy
Howland, to Elvis J. Stahr, Jr., son of Circuit Judge and
Mrs. Elvis J. Stahr of Hickman.
Dr. H. W. Connaughton, veterinarian, has come to
Fulton to open a veterinary office at the Dr. Richardson
Clinic on the Martin Highway.
A clothing training school will be held with Mrs.
Paul Croate in Hickman Friday. Miss Dorothy Threlkeld, clothing specialist from the University, will give
the lesson.
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Senator Cooper
Reveals Crisis
In Viet Nam

OUR CHRISTIAN

—

(Continued from pay. Two)

history, namely that every citizen,
and especially every God-fearing
person, is under moral and spiritual obligation to obey "the laws of
the land if he accepts citizenship
The national debate over Ameri- and the protection of those laws.''
can policy in Vietnam has some. The only alternative to obedience
times obscured an important as- to law is sedition, anarchy and •
pect of that struggle — adequate sowing of the seeds of disorder.
'implies for the American forces
It is indeed IFORIC and astoundfighting there.
ing that the movement of civil disThis was brought out on the floor obedience has been inspired and
of the Senate by Senator John led by churchmen arid religious
Sherman Cooper of Kentucky, es leaders. This action by the 106th
the Senate considered and passed General Assembly of the Southern
a $112 billion military authorisa- Presbyterian. Church of the U. S.
tion bill.
is one of a long series of other
Speaking to Senator Richard Run- actions by Protestant and Catholic
sell of Georgia, Senator Cooper bodies endorsing the right of citisaid.
zens, as one man put it "to obey
"I think the Senator will agree the good laws and disobey the bad
with me that the minds of our peo- laws." is it not a sad commenple today are on the war in Viet- tary on the Christian conscience
nam. and on the hope for some of our time that the leading church
Witte"' solution. But if that can' bodies of the nation have to be renot occur they want to be as sure buked by Christian laymen for upas they can that our military holding a position contrary to the
forces in Vietnam have the neces- Bible and to Christian ethics?
sary equipment to enable them to Among those who have called atCarry out their duties for our tention to this anomaly are Sen.
country."
ator Robert C. Byrd of West VirSenator Cooper also brought out ginia and retired Associate Justice
supply
some
were
that there
of the Supreme Court, Charles E.
shortages in Vietnam and that ade-, Whittaker.
quote troop reserves in the United
The best answer that we have
States were running "thin."
seen to the folly and destructive
He and Russell agreed that so results of civil disobedience he'
long as the war continues close come from one of the nation's
watch must be kept on supplies leading Negro pastors, Dr. Joseph
and military manpower, no that f. Jackson of the Olivet Baptist
shortages are held to a minimum. Church in Chicago, and President
"I support the Senator (Russell) oil the National Baptist Convention,
in everything he is doing to make U. S. A, Inc. He pointed out resure there are sufficient supplies cently in an address at • Lutheran
and we agreed in our hope that Church in Zion, Illinois that civil
th war be ended as quickly u disobedience is "a method designpossible. with honor," Senator ed to weaken, overthrow, and
Cooper said.
eventually destroy the existing established order" of the nation Or,
Jackson further stated, "People
who advocate and practice civil
disobedience in the United States
against the laws of the United
States not only dramatize their
lack of faith in due process, but
employ some of the same methods
and attitudes towards the orderly
procedure in the United States as
du
the persons and groups that
Fulton area residents interested are avowed enemies of the United
in putting their skills to use in de- States, and who have pledged
e,loping nations around the world themselves to the overthrow of the
are invited to take the Peace government of this great country."
Corps Placement Test at 9 a. m.
Now can we expect to reap a
on Saturday, May 14 at the post
harvest of anything but violence
office in Mayfield.
and
destruction when the doctrine
Placethe
uses
Corps
The Peace
is preached and proclaimed that
ment Test to determine how an
citizen is going to be the
every
over.
utilized
be
applicant can best
of which laws he will
seas The test measures general sole judge
those which he will disand
obey
•
aptitude and the ability to learn
or obey. This is reminiscent of the
education
not
language,
history of the Old
achievement (If test scores indi- period in the
Testament described in the Book
learn•
•
language
cated a limited
of Judges, when it is said that
ing ability, for example. the Peace
"every man did that which was
Corps tries to place the applicant
right in his own eyes." (Judges
in an Englishispeaking country.)
al :25)
The Piecemeal Test requires DO
The kleOry of Constitutional
ve
preparation and is non-competiti
government in America has been
—an applicant can neither peas nor
one of great blessing because of
fall.
respect for law which God had
The application form, not the the
implanted in the hurts of the
Placement Test, is the most impeople. fl respect for
American
of
portant factor in the selection
you can be certain
Volunteers. Persona interested in law disappears,
for God has also disrespect
serving in the Peace Corps must that
would be the ultiThis
appeared.
have
they
if
fill out an application,
mate tragedy for this nation.
not already done so, and present
the words
remember
all
us
Let
the
it to the tester before taking
"Guard your
test. Applicatioru may be obtained of Daniel Webster.
it should
if
because
Constitution
from local post offices or from
the world would
the Peace Corps, Washington, D. ever disappear,
ages."
dark
of
enter a new period
C.
The Placement Test takes about
an hour and a half. An optional
achievement test for applicants • PIERCE STATION
who have studied French or
By Pam OMANI Lowy
Spanish requires another hour.

A PLACE TO PRAY
Man can, and should, pray anywhere. God has placed
no limitations on his communing with him.
Our Lord has said, "... Ask and ye shall receive," God
listens when we seek him, no matter where, however
he desires that we gather together in prayer too.
"... mine house shall be called an house of prayer for
all people."
Attend church Sunday and know the joy of prayer
with others.
• ••
The Church is God's appointed agency in this world
for spreading the knowledge of His love for man and
of His demand for man to respond to that love by
loving his neighbor. Without this grounding in the
love of God, no government or society or way of life
will long persevere and the freedoms which we hold
so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even from
a selfish point of view, one should support the (hutch
for the sake of the welfare of himself and his family.
Beyond that, however, every person should uphold
and participate in the Church because it tells the truth
about man's life, death and destiny; the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of God.

Peace Corps
Exams To Be
In Mayfield

A nice crowd attended service at
Johnson Grove Sunday. Brother
Coltharp filled the pulpit in the
absence of the pastor, Rev. Jack
Rushing.
Riley Smith is a patient in Jones
May Fellowship Day will be ob- Clinic. He has spent the winter
served by the United Church Wo- with his daughter, Mrs. Roy Lawmen of Fulton and the surrounding son, in Sturgis, Ky.
area tomorrow (Friday) at 7:30
Billie Stem was in Paducah Satp. m., in the First Christian urday, on business.
Church. This year's theme is,
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Myers, of
"People, Poverty, Plenty, Plan, Effingham, Ill., spent part of last
Discover, ACT."
week with Mr. and Mn. Frank
Rev. Oscar Mayes of Providence, Helfin.
Ky., who has worked with migrant
Mr. and Mr's. Almus Polsgrove
strawberry pickers in this area,
and family spent Sunday with Mrs.
will be the principal speaker. He
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Polsgrove's
will tell of his work with these
Bob Whitehead, in Martin.
migrants and will also show slides.
John Hall DeMyer
Mrs.
Mr. and
All interested persons are inhave returned to their home in
vited to attend.
Lansing. Mich., after a ten-day
visit with Mr. arid Mrs. Bob DeMyer and Miss Roberta DeMyer.
HISTORICALI
Jerry Wilson has returned to
Massacre Trail is a 12-mile hikFlint, Mich., after several weeks
terriing trail through historical
in Fulton. His wife
tory in eastern Jefferson County, spent here and
here for a
open the first Saturdays in June and little son remained
while.
November.
and

Dulled Church Women
Plan fellowship Day

f New York City,
aughter, Dorothy
ircuit Judge and

Will Go To Church.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
Hickman - Fulton Co's. R. E. C.C.
"Lhnt aos.. eiscorinsw•

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jebesers ef Shell Products
PvIlen

Hornbook Funeral Houle
Oxygen-equipped ambulance

Hickman. el -

tat Carr

Kentucky Ave.,

CITY DRUG COMPANY

rotten

Dial 471-1371

Phone 472-1311

Henry L Siegel Conspany. Inc.
Futter, and South rotten

THE Luaar..N5 BANE

Phone 472-1341

PURE MILE COMPANY
Phone

is

024311

E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Union City, Tenn.

South Fulton, Tenn.

Lake Strut

thew 2343615

MARINE OIL COMPANY
Fulton, KY.
West State Liu

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques

rian, has come to
e Dr. Richardson
.• held with Mrs
.s Dorothy Threlversity, will give

Ca

Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm & Auto Insurance
Farmer's Liability Coverage
Phone 472.1351
208 Main St., Fulton Office

Hemphill Cities Service Station
Tires, Batteries, minor repairs
Broadway St.

•

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 4721ft"

l Ave.
Gardner's Studio, 218 Commercia
r;botos en this page courtesy

J. B. MANESS & SONS G,•enfield
Greenineld.7'sen.

Phone 235.2293

Excellent Peed
Souvenirs
Private dining for 250

Phan 472-111116

In Operation le Years

Large Display •
'Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

Dial 0141121

Make our beak your bank
HIckmen, Ky.

Fulton, KY,

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Rowan Here

See us for all your Insurance needs

Al the stars or at your dew.

Green florist supplies

Cot flowers

Rios Insurance Agency. Inc.
231 Mein Si.

Dial 472-1412

Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist

Phew 4724471

Your Proscription Drug Here
Filielt• KS.

St.

Phone 472-3151

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co..Inc

Hickman, Ky,

Greenfield Monument Works

-

Coleman Ado. $afe.

Phone 479-1073
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It's Derby Time In Kentucky; Life, Horses Trot Merrily On!
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Responsibility to Others".
ACommunity Improvement
wards were presented by the Sears
dispanel
Roebuck Foundation. A
cussion was held on "Home and
the Family", with three couples
participating. Shell Oil Company
Scholarship Awards were presented. Raymond D. Hassett, NASA,
Mrs. William B. Stokes, Presi- Manned Spacecraft Center, Housdent of the Fulton Woman's Club, ton, spoke on "Keeping Pace with
attended the 71st Annual Conven- Change." 'Traffic and Safety Ation of the Kentucky Federation of wards were made. by Standard Oil
Women's Clubs April 25-213 at the Company.
Phoenix Hotel in Lexington, Ken•
A Fashion Sewing and Knitting
lucky. Mrs. W. Ed Hamilton, Revue was held at a luncheon
President of KFWC, presided. The meeting. Awards were made to
administration theme was, "Facing the State winners of the Sewingthe Challenge of a Rapidly-Chang- Knittiog Contest and the Music
ing World."
and Air Contests.
The Fulton Woman's Club reA workshop on "Challenging
Leadership" was held each morn- ceived recognition as an Honor
ing for three days, led by Mrs. Club and received a Diamond
Earl J. Hazleton, Chairman of Jubilee Service Certificate from
Leaders 'p Development in the CARE.
ederation of Women's
An outstanding accomplishment
Gener
Clubs. aurice A. Harmon, Corn- of KFWC this past year has been
missioner of Child Welfare Depart- the sponsoring and establishment
ment, Frankfort, spoke on "Our of Jewel Manor, a Rehabilitation
Center for Girls in Louisville. It is
to be operated by the Kentucky
Department of Child Welfare.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry of Murray was
elected President of KFWC, A re—
Metall
We
:
TV ANTENNAS
ception in her honor was held folrrade-repair and move. Gat our lowing the Wednesday night banprices. We service all makee TV. quet.
Phone 472-3643. Roper Televiaioe,

Woman's Club
Gets Citations
At State Meet

CLASSIFIED ADS

CLOSED WEDNESOAYSI
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
Effective with this week, the
chine and electric floor polisher
Library will be closed all
Fulton
Exand electric vacuum cleaner.
day on Wednesdays.
change Furniture Co.

WE RENT - - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE MINN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton,Ky.

et-

BOOSTERS SPONSOR DINNER
A buffet dinner will be sponsored by the Band Boosters in Hickman next Thursday, May 12, from
5 p. is. to 7 p. m. at F.. W. James
and Sons Supermarket.
All food will be furnished by the
supermarket and the proceeds will
be used to purchase new uniforms
for the Fulton County High School
band.
The public is cordially invited to
attend.

Tool/ Say they're delLouat

BARBECUED MIS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURAKy.NT
Lake Street

work television, each new Ken.
Each time Phyllis apOn Thursday the Pegasus Parade "color." camera, it's in a different lucky Derby brings a superLmi e
and sportswriters. On any other
march- pears on
bands
and
horses
It comes at 4'30 in fir
floats,
thrill.
Downs
of
Churchill
efforts
the
day,
racing
heoric
night hat, and she makes
ternoon when the thorougt ,.h
crowd is a shrewd, cagey crew of es up Broadway. On Friday
interviewees.
to top those of her
.•
Kentucky
of
Order
parade to the po.•
their
Honorable
the
Form
begin
Racing
for
bettors, combing the
The Derby is an outright ball
and the tip sheets for clues to the Colonels holds its annual banquet, "regulars," who bring lunch of of the paddock they prance, „.
Bob
as
such
Kerr
Old
celebrities
"My
by
Day,
plays
emceed
sure thing. But on Derby
in enor- band
The fried chicken and goodies
,
Itome.•' And this moment, in
everyone's a kingmaker, and the Hope and George Jessel.
mous hampers with room for Julep
Derby favorite is highly likely to Colonels assemble again on Derby makings. The track's dining rooms isville, in Tiajuana and in
s
may
Kentuckian
be-•
—wherever
be bet down quite a bit by the Sunday at the suburban Anchorage
yen.
and bars are swamped, but
picnic-toting infield crowd that home of Col. Anna Friedman dors cover the crowd, offering is the lump-in-the throat time For
never darkens the green-painted Goldman for their yearly fling with mint juleps concocted of two full this is the greatest of them all. and
orn humorist and
gate to the track on any other rac- julep and burgoo.
100-proof Kentucky as the Kentucky-b
ounces of
ing day.
One of the joys of Derbytime in Bourbon over the correct shaved newspaperman Irvin S. (7obb
have been to
you
-Until
hotelAs
Eve.
wrote,
Derby
beIs
boxes
Louisville
Maybe the Derby is different
ice. Dressed-up crowds in the
with your own roes
cause of tradition. At 92 it isn't the men rejoice and bartenders groan, Ogle movie stars and other cele- Kentucky and
you
ain't been
Derby,
a
the
becomes
beheld
oldest stakes race in the country, downtown Louisville
brities as shirt-sleeved celebrants
but it's the epitome of racing tra- Mardi Gras. Generated by nothing in the grassy infield break out the nowhere and you ain't seen
a
is
dition, evoking %ISMS of white but high spirits and curiosity
beer and sandwiches.
That's why the Derby is differ
fences, Kentucky colonels, Juleps spontaneous festival which reNo matter how many times
and burgoo, and xll the trappings sembles New York's Times Square you've seen it, in person or on net- cot.
snarls,
Traffic
Eve.
which lend glamour to the Blue- on New Year's
grass and its cherished thorough- teenagers dance on Fourth Street
. New Yorkers and Californians
bred industrymen
The Derby is different because crowd the bars .. . Pinkerton
the venerable
it feels different to be there; it's bar the doors as
jamIs
Room
South
like watching the champiocuhip Brown Hotel's
match, not the prelims. The Derby med to the fire limit.
White-tie affairs fill the country
is the race which really starts the
greatest of the three-year-olds on clubs too, and Louisville hostesses
their racing careers. You know hurry away early to prepare for
when you see the field that the out-of-town guests the traditional
also-rans are back in the barns. Derby breakfast—smoked turkey,
Any Mother would be glad to receive any
Tbe great own which will fight for old Kentucky ham, beaten biscuits,
one of the following gifts! - the leaser crowns and sometimes mint Juleps, Bourbon sours and
fatter purses of this and later coffee-with-brandy.
GLOVES
for
SLIP
here on one track, bearDerby Day is a field day
Last Monday night, following years are
BLOUSE
world's leading jockeys, Louisvillians, who love to shake off
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DRESS
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Derby
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HANDKERCHIEF
the big day. On men attired in rainbow hues wild
HAT
A large number .of local guests week or so before
blush,
before the horses race for enough to make a tout
LINENS
and the following out-of town Tuesday
most imgold and glory, two fillies of an- women adorned by the
guests enjoyed this supper.
Paria
of
side
this
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probable
on
race
own
their
Small we will gift wrap.
or
Large
gift
Any
Prof. and Mrs. John C. Winter, other kind stage
the
wilder
The sternwheeler sian nightmare. The
Prof. and Mrs. Robert K Baer. the Ohio Elver.
feminine
its
likely
more
the
hat,
boat
excursion
Murray State College, Dr and Belle of Louisville,
on
city and county, and wearer is to be interviewed
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, Mr. and Mrs owned by the
station
louisville
by
last of the river camera
Queen,
Dena
e
MIL
Murray;
of
Johnson
Russell
director
women's
WHAS-TY's
Phone 472-3881
duel
calliope
•
Map
:Luse koala.
300 Main St.
Harriet Fulton, Prof and M.
tom the Toeleville levee Phyllis Koichi, who prowls the
Robert Stewart, L'T.MB. Mrs Joy and race
Derby
telecasting
day
all
grounds
a point upstream and back.
White of Martin: Mr. and Mrs to
Elmer Whit:bey of Paducah. Mr
Paris,
of
Neal
Harry
Mrs.
and
Tenn.; Miss Jessie Orgain of Lex•
ington; Miss Helen Tyler, Mr. and
-Mrs. Fred Stokes, Jr., Mrs. William B. Amberg, Mrs. Henry L.
Amberg, Miss Frances Amberg
and Bill Powers, all of Hickman.

On the first Saturday of every
May there is -enacted in Louisville
the finale of a folk ritual peculiar
to this city and to the Bluegrass
State. Nowhere else in the world
is there such a spectacle. Perhaps
the closest thing to it is the last
game of a World Series, but even
that's just not like the Kentucky
Derby.
At historic. sprawling Churchill
Downs, 100,000 screaming people
participate in the particular madness which is the Kentucky Derby.
They come from all over the world
to see the finest two minutes in
sports, and the fascinating preliminaries and side events which
make the Kentucky Derby the
world's most glamorous horse race.
the
about
What's different
Derby? Probably most of it is the
electric air of excitement about
the day, with 109.093 experts milling about, each with his own favorite, and nuts to the handicappers

To
Mother With Love
Mother's Day, Sunday, May 8th

Out-Of-Town
Guests Enjoy
Derby Supper

CLARICE SHOP

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS!

M
MOYOU
TO
T
BES
R
YOU
E
GIV
FOR
NG
BUYI
2500 V STORES

WEDNESDAYS OPP!
On May 3, Members of the Retail Merchants Bureau in Fulton
started.closing at 12 noon on Wednesdays, May through August.

Fulton.

CENTER FRAME

CLUTCH WALLET

EARLY AMERICAN
GLASS - BRASS

SPARKLING ITALIAN

WOVEN CLOTH

GLASSWARE

POT HOLDERS

TABLE LAMP

ASST, STYLES

11,011570eSt.

Mothers Day Is

DOUBLE COMPARTMENT
Cord & Sill Pockets

Asst. Color
Bases with
Notching
Globes

88

Corsages
Pot Plants

tan

Complete
with
Burner
it Wick

Sunday, May 8th

Cut Flowers

$230 $
le
VALUE

HARVEST FRUIT
ITALIAN

99

ROUND

SERVING TRAYS

GLASS BOWL

Center Pieces
Cemetery
Arrangements
Greeting Cards

P
42
41
•.P
10" BOWL

Give or send flowers this Mother's Day. Flowers
are the traditional, the sentimental, the expressive
gift for Mothers of all ages. No other remembrance
conveys your love quite so well!
— Quality Flowers
— Quality Service

Asst.
Colors

slim,•

HIGH LUSTRE
LACQUER FINISH

99,

99°

FAMOUS JOLENE

Ladies Blouses

ASST.
COLORS
" Die,
4
1
12/

99,„

ASST, STYLES I COLORS

Your
Choice

7 PC. PRESCUT
EARLY AMERICAN

ASST. SCREEN PRINTS
WITH SOLID BORDERS

4 FOR

99

ANCHOR HOCKING

GLASSWARE

TABLE SERVICE

SALT & PEPPER
BUTTER DISH & COVER
SUGAR WITH COVER
& CREAMER

2,

Your $ 6L
Choice 1. IV ea.

LADIES FANCY

Ladies Waltz
Length Gown

Gift Boxed

LADIES NYLON

3 PC. MIXING BOWL SET,
Prescid Chip I Dip,Salad Bowl
with Lucite Fork IL Spoon

HALF APRONS Hollywood Brief

— Free Delivery

Call or Visit

YOUR UNITED CITY FLORISTS
BILLY & ANN'S FLOWEBLAND
Commercial Ave.

472-1264

JOY LYNN FLOWER SHOP
Walnut Street

472-1316

MAC and FAY FLOWER SHOP
Cell in wood

479-2811

SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE
Carr and Commercial

472-1577

100% DRIP DRY COTTON
Sleeveless - Lace lined

84

SIZE $2
32 to 38
•

ASST. FANCIES
& NOVELTY TRIMS
ASST. STYLES
& COLORS

97

ASSORTED
COLORS OF
EMBROIDERED
PANTIES

470

RAYON
TRICOT
Asst. Styles
& Colors

Size M & L

990,

•••••••••••

BALDRIDGE'S
5-1O -25c Store

Fulton

On!
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"Bob" Binford Is
Holdup Victim
Saturday Night
An armed holdup last Saturday
evening on Mears Street behind
Evans Drug Store netted approximately $23.00 for an unidentified
Negro man from Bob Binford.
Mr. Binford, well-known local
druggist, had just closed the Evans
Drug Store about 8:15 and was
followed to his car, parked behind
the store by a Negro, whom he assumtd was looking for a handout.
When the pair arrived at the
car, the Negro whipped out a pistol
and demanded Binford's money,
which was given to him out of the
billfold. In an ensuing scuffle for
the billfold, the Negro struck Binford over the head with a pistol,
which was discharged by the action, the shot going wild.
The noise brought attention from
persons on Lake Street, and the
Negro fled down the alley. Binford
suffered only • superficial scalp

governor would have authorized
state income tax credits for higher
education expenses. He said Ude
The following were patients in bill, sponsored by Sen. Richard
Fulton hospitali on Wednesday, Frymire, D-Madisonville, "would
deprive the state of revenue needMay 4:
ed to finance the scholarship program in Senate Bill 294, which I
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Gary Creason, Mrs. Della Wilkins, Mrs. Clyde Burnette, Lorraine
McManus, Fulton; Mrs. Larry
Seay, Mrs. James Wall, Mrs. David
Lee, Mrs. George Rushton, Joe
Barber, Mrs. Harry Hutcherson,
South Fulton; Mrs. Euwin Roland,
Mrs. Carlisle Cruse, Pilot Oak,
Mrs. Bobby Curtin, Cayce; Mrs
Ernest Madding, Crutchfield; Mrs
W. L. Dew, Union City; Wiley
Jones, Wood River, Ill.

May Is Senior
Citizens Month
For Medicare
May is Senior Citizens Month.
Under the new law passed by Congress. May is also the month that
persons who reached 88 before
March 1. 1966, will have to sign
up for doctor bill insurance if
they are to have coverage by July
1, 1986, the date that medicare
coverage begins.
Charles Whitaker, Paducah District Social Security Manager,
urged all senior citizens age 65 or
over who have not signed up for
dot-tor bill insurance to visit their
social security office immediately,
so that they may have protection
when the program starts on July 1.
Almost all persons 65 or over
are eligible for the two types of
health insurance under the medicare program, hospital insurance
and doctor bill insurance. Social
Security beneficiaries are automatically enrolled in the hospital
insurance program, but persons
who are still working or who do
not receive 'social security benefits must sign up for hospital insurance. On the other hand, in
order to get protection toward the
cost of doctors' bills at a cost of
$3 per month, all persons mutt
enroll.
According to Whitaker, persons
who were 65 before March 1, 1906,
and fail to enroll before the dead.
line. May 31, will have to wait till
October 1961 before they will have
another chance to apply for doctor
bill protection. He added that as
senior citizens become 65 they
should visit their social security
office no later than the month before their 65th birthday to have
protection as soon as they reach
65.

HOSPITAL

JONIIS HOSPITAL
Mrs. George Hardy, Sr., Harry
Shupe, Mrs. Dan Hastings, Mrs.
Sam Hutchens, Riley Smith, Charlie Finch, Mrs. Charles Avery,
Miss Inez Binford, Mrs. Erean
William,, Mrs. John Lucia, Mrs
W. 0. Lock, Fulton; W. E. Chambers, Route 3, Martin; W. N. Reed,
Union City; Robert Holland, Win-

go.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Larry Mare, Mrs. Lola Howard,
,
Mrs. W. P. Austin, Sirs. Bob To}
lor, Mrs. Lena Eddington, Mrs
Jessie McAlister, L. E. Mooneyham, Fulton; Danny Cunningham,
Mrs. James Powell, Mrs. Joe
Clapp, South Fultoo; Joe Fuller,
Mrs. A. L. Cox, Mrs. Travis Cox,
Mrs. Janie Murchnon, Mrs. Hub
Beard, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. A.
G. Campbell, Mrs. C. L. Bryant,
Route 4, Fulton; Mrs. Laura
Hawks, Rt. 5 Fulton; Miu Cynthia,
Holland, Winge; Mrs. John Finch,
Mrs. Jim Gore, Route 1, Wingo;
Mrs. W. C. Hawke, Route 4, Dresden; Miss Eunice McAlister, Water
Valley; Mrs. Charles Little, Route
I. Water Valley; Burnie Barnes.
R. E. Mount, Route 2, Water Valley: Mrs. Mary Vivrette, Clinton;
Mrs. Leon Crooks, Route 3, Clinton: Mrs. Bill Collins, Route 1,
Clinton: Mrs. William Halterman,
Mayfield; Mrs. Charles Brooks,
Martin.

OCKINO

WARE

•

/

BOWL SET.
s p,Solad Bowl
ark & Spoon

.66..
Waltz
Gown

415
L 99f

National Aide
Attends Meet
Of War I Vets
sassemeem
The April meeting of World War
Veterans, Twin City Barracks
2352, was held at the One And All
Club House, with wives and friends
of members as guests. A delicious
ham dinner was served by members of the club to the group.
Commander Ray Morgan, of
Mayfield, gave the blessing preceding the dinner. Interesting talks
were made by State officers present and by members of the local
barracks. Due to his outstanding
work, B. A. Clifton, of Water Valley, was re-elected First District
Commander, without opposition.
Mrs. Thelma Carter, Department
Auxiliary President, made an appeal for the organization of an
auxiliary in Fulton.
Special visitors were: A. B.
Aide-deNational
Chittenden,
Camp, Commander Albert Berhing, Past Commander Barracks
and Trustee John Patterson, from
Paducah Barracks 1703; Commander Ray Morgan and Mrs.
Morgan, president of the Auxiliary,
from Mayfield; Raymond McNatt
of Dresden; Commander Raymond
Cunningham and wife, Mr. and
Mrt. Dalton Via, and Mr. and Mrs.
Dick Montgomery from Clinton.
VETS VIP'S

Fulton

Veterans receive special consideration in State government
employment. The State Department of Personnel adds five points
to merit system test scores for all
veterans
honorably discharged
who served during a war. Disabled
veterans receive an extra 10
points.

The Paducah Social Security Of.
fire will remain open until 9:00
p. m. each Thursday night from
now until the Medicare program
goes into effect on July 1st.
In announcing the extra hours
schedule, Charles Whitaker, Paducah district manager said, "We
want to give those who have not
yet enrolled for Medical Insurance
every opportunity to do so before
the new May 31st deadline for applying. Also, many of those who
have applied may need to see us
for various reasons."
The Paducah Office, located at
112 S. 10th Street, will continue to
be open the regular hours, 8:45
•. in. to 5:00 p. m. on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday. ,
Social Security Manager, Charles
Whitaker, has announced that the
Paducah District Office will be
open Saturdays, May 7th and May
14th from 8- 15 a. in to noon (Daylight Savings Time).
Regular weekday hours for
Monday through Friday will continue to be 8:45 a. m. to 5,00 p. m.
(Daylight Savings Time).

sored by bill which would have
permitted local school boards ks let
teachers use three days of sick
leave for personal hardship leave.
Breathitt said a veto had been
recommended because the bill
could lead "to all kinds of diversity among local school boards concerning days allowed."
The governor also vetoed bills
giving circuit and coulity clerks a

annualle
$1,500 expense alloy•In addition to fees collected C.
salary; requiring special licensin;
of antique automobiles; giving to
city prosecutor in secondelas
cities the power to issue summon
and warrants; and requiring ti,
state to exclude old-age benefit
received by needy blind persons it
figuring publie assistance pay
Ments.

"Super-Right"Meats!
SUPER RIGHT FULL
MATURED BEEF

STEAK
SALE

[

LI.

LB

To her family,she'sspecial.
She's understanding,
a banquet chef,a short order cook,
a fountain of love,a chauffeur,
warmth and security.
She's clean socks,starched dresses,
a mender of hurts.
She's scrubbed ears,
a tender nurse,a maid,a queen.

Boneless Rump
FryAlre
c..
Bacon

Sled

Turkeys
s03.1)Le•434
mom+

Seal-Boneless
Hams te.79
Nett

(SAVE)

Fresh Produce Buys!

/ 204 /
Vine Ripened

Fresh Florida

TOMATOES

SWEET CORN

3.L1 $179
BAG

FRESH
Lb

6

3 87c
C
Miracle Whip
:.) 4 a:894
Cake Mixes ":;:l7f.e.'="7;3 1:"
„„,
Is. CIRI

SHORTENING

woe

risco

5 ears 38c
Lb. 29c
Radishes crisp, rend,red e Btg 5c

"MINGanise
494
SALAD

15$

A&P Pineapple Grape Fruit

3ci:ZYCI
44

White UVI SHORTENING (s." 3 59s
fh
Food
Variety!
2O-95
Frozen
Charcoa•l Briqisriiii"°;•:)
4
'
II
MEAT DINNERS
SPINACH
Sharp Cheese 1:Aellowsood2•Nylons
99.4
r (Ea;
oz. Pkg. I0c • ( c"—•
11 oz. Ea. 3k
X9s) Le. 69t
SULTANA FROZEN

ASP FROZEN GRADE A

(Loaf Or Chopped)

Save lk)

(All Var.

$1.98

fresh Florida

Watermelons

10

Rannirm
WU

aal

)
A

WIN UP TO

313E
OFF

Chocolat, Creme Iced Devils Food Or
Loos. Creme Iced Gold

9000"

GIVE HOSIERY FOR MOTHERS DAY

P Cram

NEW FROM JANE PARKER

Li' Cm.

64)

WISCONSIN AGED CHEDDAR

Bakery Buys!

PLAY AWARDS & PRIZES

FULL
rassiom
DELUXE
sews

NEW SUNSHINE

RINSO
DETERGENT
11.47/2. 11•A
34,4 7-0A. East

324
77$

6.1
•P
PAIR

)

Lex Liquid
DETERGENT
11-0., Bet.
334
12-02. Sec

14B.6-0Z.49t
CAKE
Lex
YOUR CHOICE
ALL
2 59s Beauty Soap
Bread
78
Donuts --.(t!zi---4.0,„214 3,BARs 34
2ILt39t Silver Dist 21b. Sex. __71c
Bread
Angel Food =4:"'"474 390 HANDY ANDY 1-0.12-os. bolt 89cri
.eides 6Ie
(G
Strawberry.pm
at Margarine 1-1.11. (TN. 45)

HO PURCHASE
REQUIRED TO Play

I

401••••Am

Eight O'clock

CEIPESIMIER• VEIL TOO GIME ATLARTC a raeme 1TA CO.. Eft.

ar
,

RIGHT-FULLY COOKE

SPECIAL ALP COFFEE SALE I
MILD &MELLOW

This Sunday, you'll tell your mother
how much you care
We'd like to tell all mothers,"We Care, too:'

Yellow Squash

294
,t.$145
2
164L!4
8.

Fine-Quallty Groceries!

Yes,she's very, very special.

sw•WWElifil

-Isom

U.S.D.A. GRADE A

qi

.994
RIGHT„

Car U.so
(S.rtered LL35e
ALL. GOOD
"-Lk. PI4L 754

U.S.D.A.
',INSPECTED

She deserves a day of honor and tribute.
She deserves the love ofthoseshe loves.

Otto Price

Social Security Office
To Open On Saturdays

.re vetoed by the governor.
The emergency fund bill would
have limited the f 'id's total to twotenths of one per cent of the general fund budget. Breathitt said
this would have reduced the fund
from $1 million to $750,000 for the
next two fiscal years. It also would
have set up a definite procedure
for making allocations.
Sen. Clay Gay, R-Hyden, spon-

'What
T-BONE SIRLOIN ROUND
other? i109 994 SUPER79s]
Roast1

DEATHS
Funeral services for Otto Price
were held Tuesday in New Hope
Missionary Baptist Church, with
Rev. Gerald Stow, pastor of -the
South Fulton Baptist Church, officiating, assisted by Bro. Doyle
Freeman, pastor of New Hope
Church. Burial, in charge of Jackson Funeral Home, was in the
church cemetery.
Mr. Price. 70, a Latham farmer,
died at his home in Latham Monday morning. He was born in
Weakley County, Tenn., the son of
the late Louis and Lila Maxey
Price. A World War I veteran, he
was a member of the Dresden
American Legion Post, and was
also a Mason.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Frances R. Price; one step-daughter, Mns. Gertrude Snyder of Tucson, Arm ; one brother, Doyle
Price, a niece and a nephew of
Memphis.

have signed.'
i 294, ponsoroi by
Senate
Sen. J. D. Buckman DShepherdsville, and Sen. Wendell H. Ford,
D-Owensboro, sets up a state lendwhich
guarantees
ing agency
higher education loans.
Bills placing restrictions on the
use of his emergency fund and allowing public school teachers three
days off for personal hardship also

59

NEW APPROVED

EXTRA SLIPS)
TO HELP
YOU WIN

JANE PARKER
ICED 501555

Lye.
C. S.II

Condonsoll Dosorwortli

PLAIN

JAME

3411. 1-0Z.
SOr

GRADE A

lk OFF DEAL

Sunny Brook EGGS
Med Nisi
urg.sbil •
Sfk
Dex.
2 Doz. 89c

'14:14'.74Ar

JAME PARKER

DIAL 472-1997
Storm Doors

Insulation

Sidlne•Roofine

Windows

Awnt. _

FHA re, na

TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
400 Mein

Bill Taylor

Outshine
PLAIN or CHOCOLATE
6-0Z. JAR

35c

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY MAY 7th.
Bollards or
Cbarmin
Towels
Scott
Pillsbury
SOLID COLORS
Biscuits
Pillsbury
FUNNY FACE
BATHROOM TISSUE
OR DECORATED
DRINKS

All Flavors
Pig
10

4

Roll Pay

4

Paramount
Ketchup

35c 3 Jc,-, 890 6 ocr,.0 47t 2. . , °,. .45$
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Home Economics Fulton County
Scholarships To 4-H Clubs Plan
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ADOPTION HELP!
Kentucky law allows U. S. Armed Services personnel stationed in
I Kentucky to adopt a child or to
start the adoption precedure even
outI though their legal residence is
side the state.

motel
Live it up in top luxury as you enjoy
every comfort and convenience
all with
Beautiful rooms, suites and efficiencies
ditioned.
free television, telephones. 100% air-con
Swimming Pool set in exotic landscaped
il Lounge,
gardens. Excellent Coffee Shop. Cosgta
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1. Fragment
6. Waist bands
11. Eats away
13. Leave the
track
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15. Little
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17. Insect
18. Wise men
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21. Sly look
22. Chum
24. Exploit
25. Cut
27. Dark
29. Pinch off
31. Unhappy
32. Robed
35. True
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head
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prefix
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Printer's
22. Wash lightly 52. measure
24. Styles

Varden Ford Sales

SPECIALLY PRICED
FORD SPORTS SALE
SPECIALS have white.
walls, deluxe trim and
wheel covers on hardtops,
convertibles. Ranch Wag,
ons have 2-way Doorgate,
all.vinyl trim.
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Outdoor Areas
For Camping To
Open On May 13

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
.

By Msg. Carey Rrielde
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Kentucky Seeks Clinton Factory
Employment Of Seeks Workers
Over 40 Persons For Shoe Plant

The rain is the most talked about
Mrs. Dave Mathis hasn't been
subject at this time. Farmers are
so well all during the past week
becoming very concerned about
all friends hope she will imand
getting planting done. A few days
pro., e very soon. Mr. Mathis is a
of sunshine will make a great difFamily campgrounds and other
victim of sore throat and deep
ference in the progress of all farm outdoor recreation facilities in the
cold and is indisposed at this writwork. Apparently the strawberry vast Land Between the Lakes Naing.
harvest will be late this year, due tional Recreation Area
Men and women over It are be
The 34 local offices of the Kenwill open
to the late freezes and the dry Friday, May 13, for the 1986 sumMrs. Grover True is improved, tucky Employment Service will tag sought by the State employ
service to fill new jobs wilt
urging
drive
weather previously. During the mer Berson.
intensive
ment
although the improvement has conduct an
shoe manufacturinr
past ten years the harvest has
been very slow. She is feeling some employers to hire "Forty-Plus" a Clinton
This will mark the third season
varied from the 27th of April to that recreation
better, after medication for infec- workers during Senior Citizens company, State Economic Securit3
facilities have been
C. Leslie Dawsor
the 10th of May.
Commissioner
May.
in
Month
throat.
sore
tion of an ear and
available for public use in the L.
The ilia garden of the Neal B L.
Richard McGuire is reported on
"Our employment staff estimates said.
region, which is being deinterviews by the
Employment
Roues is getting into full bloom veloped by the Tennessee Valley
the sick list and under the care of that there are many thousands of
and a beautiful sight for anyone to Authority
hit family physician at the present Instances where employers in Brown Shoe Company will be het(
on a 177,000-acre tract of
Thursday, Mc
through
Tuesday
see. Hr. Ross Is certified to (row, land between Kentucky and Barktime. All his friends hope he will business and industry have job
sell and ship iris by the Tennessee ley Lakes.
steadily improve.
openings for which workers over 3-5 from 8 a. in, until noon one
Horticultural Association. They ex40 could qualify," Economic Se- from I - 5 p. in., at the Clintor
Two large family campgrounds
Cloyee Puckett is making rapid curity Commissioner C. Leslie American Legion Hall. Appoint
pect to have eight hundred plants offering
more than 300 camping
strides toward recovery at his Dawson announced.
ment slips will be distributed ti
to bloom this season. They invite Bites will be open this
summer.
home, District 1. He had a recent
help applicants avoid long waits to
all iris lovers to visit and enjoy They are the Rushing Creek camp"The major purpose of this drive talk with employment nervier
check-up at Fuller-Morgan Hosthe splendor of their garden any ground and the newly-completed
to give these
pital and his reports are favorable, it to urge employers
personnel.
time during the next few weeka.
Hillman Ferry Point campground.
workers an equal opportunity to
Dawson said that jobs will te
after surgery undergone a few
Ches Morrison is a patient in the Additionally, primitive camping
compete."
weeks ago.
open in a number of occupatiota
Baptist Hospital in
Memphis, areas will be made available durDawson said ne believes that areas, including clerical position
where be ia undergoing teats for a ing the summer at several of the
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his this drive would make an immedi- with the factory office.
lesion of the optic nerve.
new "informal use" areas scatterappointment at New Salem Bap- ate improvement in the employHe said anyone who lives with
Mrs. Laverne Owensby, Mrs. ed along the region's shoreline.
tist Church the past Sunday at 11 ment situation of jobless older in 25 miles of Clinton will be con
Johnny Hazelwood and Mrs. HarThere is no fee charged for gaina. m. Sunday School is held at 10 workers in Kentucky.
sidered.
vey Vaughan attended a meeting ing entry to the L. B. L. area.
"Men at work represent buying
a. m. Everyone is invited out to
Qualified applicants will be giver
of Home Demonstration Club mem- However, nominal charges are
power and buying power sustains a set of simple tests by employ
worship each Sabbath Day.
bers at the Gateway last Tuesday placed on use of campgrounds and
business and industry in Ken- ment service personnel to measurr
night, to learn information con- the Jones Creek day-use area. No
Mike Fortner, member of the tucky," he said.
aptitude for the kind of work in
cerning the Cancer Crusade. Plans fee will be collected for the inforStudent Union at UTMB, Martin,
"Ability is Ageless — Hire Oldbefore the persons are re
have been made for every home in mal use areas.
spoke to the congregation of New er Workers Now" is the slogan volved
to the company for fins
'erred
past
the community to be visited in the
Salem Baptist Church the
A new brochure showing locaunder which employment service consideration.
next few days It it hoped that no tions of all old and new recreaSunday night. His delivery was officers will launch the "Fortyhome in Weakley County will be tional facilities available in the
good and all enjoyed it very much. Plus" drive during Senior Citizens
The senior class of Palmersville Month.
missed as it is urgent that every area can be obtained by writing the
"We Like Bananas"
High School will leave early Wedhome be presented with the book- Land Between the Lake Office,
guard'
ins
MORE OPPtCERS NEEDED — Ono corrections officer
trip
class
their
on
nesday morning
let "Answers to Questions About TVA, Golden Pond, Ky., 42251.
lower at Kentucky State Reformatory at LaGrange must be multiplied to St. Louis. Mr. and Mrs. Buren
Cancer Which Concern You." It is
indeed shocking to be informed
by Ill to fill the personnel needs a the State Corrections Department, Austin are the sponsors. They will
that, according to statistics, one
Corrections Commissioner' Joseph G. Cannon said the deoartment has return Thursday. Miss Gloria Ann
Bynum is one from here making
person in each four will be a vica recruiting drive in impetration with Ms Personnel Depart- the trip. Graduation date of the
launched
tim of cancer. It is reported that
thu booklet has been credited
ment to find 100 additional correctiens officers by July floe the Re- class is May 9 in the High School
with saving lives, due to causing
formatory and the State Penitentiary at Eddyville. Minimum age level gymnasium.
Get-Well wishes are extended to
persons to become aware of •
Here's a message for rural for the officers hits been lowered to 21 and Carrion recently anounced J. Wees JOnee, of near here, who is
symptom in time for a successful
man.
The
families.
Home
Farmers
the
for
week
Adwork
five-day
a
shorter,
patient In Hillview Hospital. He
•
Cure.
ministration helps rural people who
is under treatment and observaare not farming just as it helps
tion for a few days.
THREE NURSERIES!
farmers. The Farmers Home AdMrs James RoyRoiertsleftthThe State of Kentucky operates ministration provides long-term,
three tree nurseries—at Kentucky low interest credit to all rural
Tohn
Dam Village and Pennyrile State people to build new houses—or put
at
will undergomafor iaet;.
The
aaY(A°ndaY)forheng
hiand
parks and in Morgan County.
a bathroom into an older house—
1444. gent...ves
best is hoped for her by all friends
or to make other housing repairs.
around this section.
1.4.ata funds are advanced to qualiMr. and Mrs. Harrison Austin
6 years old.
fied borrowers for construction of
and Rev. Russell Rodgers were
individual housing for senior citiSunday dinner guests of Miss Maud
By Gov. Edward T. Breathitt
zerui as well. Now listen carefully
Sisson.
2117 Osaumwebal
Plume es
—to qualify you must be unable to
Mrs. Inez Vincent, Of Pilot Oak
bank and you
Art —l.teate IMAM Linoleum. get a loan from a
vicinity, will visit her sister, Mrs.
must live in a community not
Grover
True, and Mr. True, ar—Way% stad Tile.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon, OD Proof a 1W Proof Bottled-in-Bond.
ment center in Eastern Kentucky
FRANKFORT - - larger than 3.500 population. Why
riving Some time this week.
Yellowstone Distillery Co., Louisville, Kentucky.
—Dawns Come&
One of the first things I did after for children served by the Handinot learn today how the Farmers
continue to over-ride
Skunks
—Upbelstertns. Madera•
Hume Administration can help you. returning from my recent post. capped Children's Commission.
section
this
in
much
so
recent
start
to
was
Visit the county office at: Clinton legislative vacation
nodose
Two outstanding provisions un- months that the
number is unbeBank Building, Clinton, Ky. Go In moving toward implementation of der public health are for funds to
lieable at this writing. They have
phone 653-4103 or write ratious state programs made pos- conduct cancer detection tests for
JAMES HAZELWOOD today—orpamphlet,
nested in barns, raised their young,
bil$2
the
in
provisions
by
sible
Home
Farmers
women
for the
in low-income families, and
roam here and there in search of
lion 1986-68 budget adopted by the skin tests for tuberculosis. The
Administration.
food, are so gentle they eat with
1986 General Assembly.
program calls for 40,500 of the
and
cats
dogs, enter some
I told the department heads who former tests over the two-year
porches and follow the mother
make up the cabinet that I was period and 440,000 of the latter.
— SZE —
skunks day in, day out. It is not
by
not going to let anything--even
Funds also are set aside for ex- unusual to see the creatures any
politics—interfere with my ob- pansion of the state's rural mediLARRY ADER
winyour
from
out
look
you
time
any
want
jective, and that I did not
cal scholarship program by mak- dow. Well, what in the world are
Your T•leplion• M•nager
of them to let anything--even poli- ing it possible for ten additional
we going to do, since, even though
POE TOUR
tics—interfere with their pursuit of qualified students to attend medifarmers go out and kill a bunch,
the same.
cal school each year. These stu- we still can't miss them.
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
Some of the most important dents, after graduation, will repay
Rain has fallen most every day
phases of the state's overall pro- their scholarship loans by serving and night during the past week
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
gram for the next two fiscal years rural communities in need of doc- and this section is soaking, drip" FARM LOANS
deal with the health and welfare tors.
2110 MAIN STRUT
ping wet. Wanted: some fair and
OFFICE PHONE 472-1331
of the people, and it is with these
In the field of corrections, the sunny weather!
FULTON, CILNTUCILT
subjects that I propose to concern new budget calls for the construcmyself today.
Charlie Hardly Ever Calls Information
tion of facilities to relieve overProjects to be implemented as
crowded conditions at the reforma.1 BLIND IT
00 TO CIA
soon after July 1 as possible unyou've seen one phone
'When
tory and the penitentiary. Funds
der the health and welfare sections also are provided for the opening
book, you've seen them all."
of the budget include those involvnew forestry' camp in Harlan
mental of a
ing public assistance,
That's wliat some people say.
County and for the expansion of
health and retardation, child wel- vocational programs.
And when a new one comes
fare, and public health and correcWhile this column has been detions.
out, it goes on a shelf and everybody forgets
voted primarily to a discussion of
Public assistance projects inhealth and welfare, I think that beit. Nancy may use it to press a corsage. Then
clude increases in welfare payfore closing I should mention the
ments, financing of the state's
Uncle Harry tells his favorite joke ... "It's a
fact that many other projects also
share of the medicare program,
await fulfillment.
dull book. Great cast of characters but no
and expansion of the food stamp
program, which during the 1167.68
Take our highway program, for
plot." Some people say you may as well joke
fiscal year will buy $2.5 million instance. It calls for an expendiabout the directory. "Nobody
worth of groceries.
ture of $549,980,000 over the next
The $36.2 million budgeted for two years, which is an 11.8 per cent
needs it to look up phone numAr..tennas Installed
mental health over the two years rise over the current biennium.
bers. Just call Information."
will raise the level of care providAlthough far from complete,
ed for the mentally ill and menThat's what some people say.
tally retarded, both in local com- what I have written here may
But not Charlie. The directory in his home is
munities and in state institutions. give you an idea of what must be
TELEVISION
A total of 62.87 million is appro- done to get Kentucky started toby the phone and used all the time. It's
priated for support of 20 communi- wards its new look, handsomest, I
Main Phone 47243643
marked, curled, worn ... and Charlie likes it
ty mental health and retardation hope, in the history of the Com- 306
centers during the 1968-88 period. monwealth.
that way! He outlines his customers in red
Another feature of the mental
and copies important ones in a
health program is that it includes
funds to give pay t-aises to all the
little book he carries. Charlie
department's employees who are
doesn't have time to call Inmaking less than the Federal minimum wage of $1.25 an hour. Some
formation for numbers when
650 employees are affected.
he can keep them handy. "Why make two
Save Money, Tool
Funds are provided in the area
of child welfare to increase the
calls when one will do?" Mom uses black lines
number of placements in foster
Wins Suits 95c
ao mark the directory . . . makes it easy to
homes by 250; to activate a camp
state and
Ladies plain dresWhatever your sport, whatever your hobby, Kentucky's
for boys, a rehabilitation center
pick out the grocery, the
There's
vacation.
wonderful
ses
national parks offer you weeks of
1Sc
for girls, and to establish a treat... Pioneer Memorial with
cleaners, and ladies in
My Old Kentucky Home, rich in traditionJohn James Audubon State
...
settlement
frontier
Mons Treason
its reconstructed
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ward, upwards, upwards, scaling
would imagine for such an exdoing so. Many of us gave the you
the beautiful Andes. Silently we
live.
group.
social
clusive,
is a pleasurable experience, but to them as long as we
to
management
the plane's windows
flowers to the hotel
com- looked out of
The Fulton News, 'Thursday, May 5, 1966 visiting them in their home is a Monday morning weandPacked
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Carl is a gracious host, a
at the snow-capped mountains, the
mine be distributed among the hospitals.
joy beyond expression. The Bern- with heavy hearts . . . beard a But dear me, we certainly hated petent sdministrator and from the silent volanoes, the clean and
I
• • • •
greetings he received from beautiful fields, until our view was
steins are from Cincinnati, so we was made heavier when
before I to part with them, especially since hearty
ECUADOR TRIP—
of distinguished
After church services the three immediately felt kindred spirits knock on our door just
obstructed by a layer of clouds
we learned that they would remain the large array
true
(Continued zrczn rage
of us wandered along the streets with them. We felt that we had went into the lobby to go to the fresh and beautiful for more than guests who came to meet us, he is beneath us.
Guayaquil.
to
trip
for
the
and
airport
time,
luny
long
as
very
known them for a
popular fellow in Ecuador.
deem-town, just
most
a
a
was
week.
As we sped away from Ecuador,
it
-a
thought
I
hour
Sanchez,
izing the
bustling as though it was any so it was easy for us to absorb all The visitor was Alexis
In the receiving line, with Princess from our friends, from our confor the
midnight snack, or perhaps breakThe entire staff and management
and me, were Bill stant memories I could only say
Paul
day of the week. We went into of the beautiful paintings, wood one of the Amigos here
and
Vicki
scale
attenfull
"at
a
was
It
fast. Not so!
of Standard Fruit was
Cook, Carl's chief as- over and over what others before
one of the side-wk cafes for carvings, handicrafts and other Festival last year.
stay in Guaya- and Mary
dinner . . . seafood, soup, meat, semis pastry and coffee and here Latin-American objects that ShirIn his faltering English, and with tion," to make our
Standard Fruit. It was me have said:
one. They went be- sistant at
pleasant
salad, dessert, and wine with something happened that I think
a
quil
that
me
told
straso
be
placed
eyes
his
tears
in
have
ley and Ben
privilege to meet here, chair"How this beautiful country has
the call of duty and courtesy. our
every course. All of the Rotary lust about sums up the great
National Banana Asso- remained a secret to all but the
tegically around the warm and the Amigos had made a little col- yond
and Cynthia man of the
Hurd
Vicki
dignitaries had relinquished their sire of the Latin-Americ•ns to
Princess
buy
to
themselves
from
among
lection
consul-general of the moat wordly of travelers is a myhandsome home far away
ciation;
our
Alasto
from
table
beauty
speaker's
the
seats at
heads of
a gift in appreciation for the Clark, the lovely
know us and to love us.
Ohio.
the United States Embassy,
stery."
group, right in the center of the
to them at the ka, went from the airport to
banking institutions, chambers of
The shop-keeper, • young man
Ben held our group spellbound courtesies extended
It will not be for long! For en•
room. There was no excusing ourStandard Fruit Company's offices
most of
of
Festival.
Banana
b
heads
up
the
came
twenties
as he told us of his hazardous
Ecuador's comparative
to all Ube office Commerce,
"hello"
selves, not that we wanted to for In his late
say
to
importers chanting
she
banana
the
if
back
large
hisr
other
asked
hold
and
to
by
It
Jo
the
was
hard
areas,
Mary
jungle
the
into
trips
obscurity will be no more so long as
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.-hurch is truly one of THE sights stein is attached to the United home of our close kin. What is were entering the doorways.
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copy of a book he had written of a
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We shall treasure the gift always,
not so much because of the interesting content of the literary work,
but because Clodoveo found so
see smoke latches with all this to store?
much happiness, as we did, in
presenting it to us.
After most of the guests had
gone to their homes, a few of us
stayed very late with the Ballesteros family. It would be the
last time for several months that
we would be able to jilit with
them on a family-to-family basis.
They are the dearest family I
have ever met and all of us shall
always cherish their friendship.
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Tender, fuli-eidth Hydrator, three adjust‘ri
our most cherished memories.
We shelves and one sliding shell. And
Quito is a place where people are
both the freezer and retrIgerstor NOM
alive, and they are friendly, and
are 100% Frost Proof—you'll never dethey are industrious, and they
frost again, All this space and convenience
need our help, and I think that all
In a Space Age cabinet only 35)4' wide!
of us have made a firm resolution
in our hearts that we will give it
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Mary Ann Mobley

Harum Scarum

FIRST SPACE AGE ADVANCE in refrigeration. Packs more power per cubic inch
for more space, new features. Made with
incredibly wear-resistant, satellitetype
materials. Only 3 moving parts. Sealed in
steel, oiled for life, cushioned to reduce
vibration. Whisper silent!

SPACE AGE DEPENDABILITY..,
BACKED BY 5-YEAR WARRANTY AT,"TV
NO EXTRA CHARGE!
I•year Warranty for repair of any defect'
in the entire refrigerator, plus 4-year
Warranty for repair of any defect in the
refrigerating system. Backed by General
Motors!
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Of interest to Homemakers

by

Wendell P. Butler
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re before
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is a my-

Kentucky farmers
have been-growing
several ac r es of
cucumbers in recent
years, and many are
making plans for
growing c rope this
year. An interesting
factor surrounding
the success of this
enterprise is the part
which lire honeybee
plays.
According to Bill
Eato n, beekeeping
specialist with the
Department, the
honeybee is a major
link in the pollination
process of cucumbers. Bill, who works
in the Division of
Markets, says thi s
is also true of most
fruit, seed, and vegetable crops.
There is a fewer
number of bumblebees and crawling
insects around today
to serve in the pollination role. This
means that many
fruit, seed, and vegetable crops might
fail or be cut oho, t
because of the lack
of proper pollination.
Bill says that a
farmer planning a
commercial cucumber enterprise would
do well to consider
the services of the
honeybee. Uhe
already ha s two or
more hives, he is in
good shape. Or, if a
neighbor owns some,
he will still be safe,
provided they are not
located more than a
m i 1 e and one-half
from the crop site.
What if the farmer
does not own any bees
and neither do his
neighbors? What can
he do? Bill has the
answer for this. He
suggests that the
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THE BEST
THINGS
IN LIFE
AREN'T FREE
Any parent can testify to
that. A famlly's needs grow
es it grows. Evan the bare
/*comities got mere numerous and more expensive.
What If every purchase had
I. be paid It, in cash, In full,
Were your family could
start vain. it? Today moat
people use charge accounts
for budgeting and for convenience.
Good credit is important to
you and easy to enloy. Just
all. that you pay as agreed
—promptly when due, in correct amounts — and your
local credit bureau records
will reflect your integrity.
Furthermore, If you should
move to any city across the
natirn, you would want credit there. No problem: your
feed credit history is quickly av•ilable to the local
credit buroau through its
professional affiliation with
If,. Associated Credit Bureaus of America, Inc.
USE YOUR CREDIT
OFTEN, WISELY
ENJOY THE
BEST THINGS IN
LIFE

farmer buy a hive or
two--two or more are
preferred, as the
bees will propagate
properly if there is
more than one hive.
Farmers wanting to
buy hives of honeybees can contact a
beekeeper in his
local area, or he can
contact the Department of Agriculture
in Frankfort. T 11 e
Department, through
Bill Eaton and the
Division of Markets,
works closely with
t h e Kentucky Beekeepers organization,
and has contact with
its membership.
Along with helping
I a r m er s realize
better results from
their fruit and seed
crop s, Bill would
like to increase the
number of beekeepers
in the State. It can
be a good side-line
enterprise for farmers. He points out
that while the bees
are at work pollinating the crops, they
are also making a
product that has a
good market.
* * * *
The National
AyrshireBreeders
Association has completed a successful
annual meeting which
was held in conjunction with the Kentucky
National Ayrshire
Show and Sale in
Louisville.
Buyers
from several states
paid an average of
$652 for the 38 females sold. The top
selling animal was a
junior two-year-old
from the La Franchi
farm, Calistoga,
Calif. It was purchased for $2,200

LOUISVILLE
— Bill
George, Carlisle County High
School, was elected president
Saturday of the Kentucky Future Business Leaders of America.
Nearly 800 commerce students
from 39 high schools in the state
also named Gregory Ritter of
Park City High School, and Miss
Sandra Love of Meade County
High as the state's "Mr. and
Miss FBLA."
They will represent Kentucky
at the national convention June
12-14 in New Orleans.
Other officers elected were:
William Ross, Calloway County,
vice president: Kay Chappell,
Louisville Ahrens, secretary.
and Jan Coffman, Oldham Com
ty, treasurer.
The three-day convention was
sponsored by the National Education Association.

Colombia Is Up
TRAINING COURSE — A number of local floyScout workers
are taking advantage of a three-part course being
offered
them to help prepare them for their Scouting duties.
Among
those attending Is J. M, Simmons (right),
Scoutmaster of

BOGOTA, Colombia
A national census bt.e,
-un 15
months ago reveals that Colombia has 18.3 million In habitants,
an increase of Si million in the
past 13 years.

Troop 55, sponsored by the American Legion PoeL Teaching the course are David Bunsen (left) of South Fulton,
District Scout Executive, and Glenn Vaneklasen of Fulton,
leadership training chairman. (Photo by Ed Welch)

•••Daily Messenger, Union City

Outbreak
Of Rabies
Is Feared
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Homer E. Davis, official or the
Graves County Health Department has warned pet owners
that an outbreak of rabies may
be on the way among wild animals.
Owners of dogs or pets Were
warned to be alert for wild animals acting suspiciously, cattle
Or strange dogs.
Dols said a fox that attacked a faisses clog in the Gain
Rood aol.kethood this mak
Ms proved to have been rabid.
Babies was confirmed by the
State Health Department after
the farmer killed the animal
and had its head sent to the
state laboratory.
The annual rabies clinics
"powered by the Health rfr
partment will be stepped up rx..cause of the rabies thr«tt, said
Davis.
Clinics wit be throughout the
county during the week of May
10. Places and times will be announced later.
Want Quick Results'
Buy A Shopper Want Ad

Enter Pepsi-Cola's

$2,000,000
WORLDWIDE
FAMILY
SHOPPING
SPREE
Get details at Pepsi display!

Yugoslavia, Soviets

Boy Scout Leaders
Get Local Training
Seven local Boy Scout leaders Were on
hand in Union City
Wednesday night for the first of a three-session
to train Scoutmasters in their various duties. course designed
The Scoutmaster training conference was held
at the American Legion hall and will continue for two more
Wednesday nights.
Other leaders who wish to attend the followine
moron/re are
invited to do no.
Conducting the conferences
are David Russell of South Fulton, district Scout executive
of the Cherokee District,
and
Glenn VeneldaSen of Fulton,
Leadership Training chairman
for the Markt
During the courties, Scoutmasters are instructed cc hoe,
to
Plan activities, select leaders and how to properly
train
boys in order to help develop
both then skills and their charactors.

Attending this week's meeting were Scoutmaster Mike
Simmons of Troop 55, Union
City; Scoutmaster Bill Grasfeder of Troop 52, Union City;
Scoutmaster Glenn Leggett of
Troop 51, Rives; Ralph Cultra, troop committee chairmen,
Troop 51; Assistant Scoutmaster Bill Robison, Troop 51;
Robert Bullion, troop committee member, Troop 51, and Edward Welch, institutional representative, Troop 55, Union
City.

Sign Trade Pact
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia
Yugoslavia and the So
viet Union have signed a promo
col on trade for 1908 providing
tor•16 per cent Increase above
levels foreseen for this year.

Wheat Acreage
h Largest
WASHINGTON — Wheat, rice
and corn rank as the world's
chief grains, measured in terms
of production. Wheat has the
Wriest acreage.

Pit Bar-B-Que

RAY'S

Custom Barbequing
at all times

SANDWICH

SHOP

BIG HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES
FRENCH FRIES
AND TRY OUR

South Fulton

LOUNGE
Owens at S o'clock Closes at 11

iro,eirtoe CHILI

ENTERTAINMENT
Sands Every Thurs. end Set.

The Longest Street in the World Wall Street, merely seven blocks from end to end, could,
in theory, be called the longest street in the world. With
today's growing investor population, there are few cities,
towns or hamlets across the continent that do not fall within
its shadow.
_
This accumulation of wealth
and broad financial experience today serves an investor population of well Over
20 million, up from only 6.4
million in the early 1950's.
People now turn to the financial page as readily as they
turn to the theatre and sports
sections.
Riding the Crest of this
"explosive" interest in the
stock market is the mutual
fund industry. Of today's 20
million shareholders, one out
of six, or 3.5 million, own
shares in mutual funds—
shares worth about $34 bilThey offer professional investment management and
lion.
Mutual funds have proven the sound principle of diverthemselves to be the natural sification, which tend to revehicle for people wanting to duce risk. One fund share
invert in the stock market, represents a proportionate
but who do not have the interest in the securities of as
time, or sufficient knowledge, many as a hundred or more
to go it alone in the market. companies.
Basically, mutual funds are
The sound concept of the
a simple convenient way for mutual fund has attracted
individuals, regardless of eco- shareholders living in every
nomic status, to pool their one of the 50 states, and is
money and become partners being practiced in such farin American business and in- o," places as Liechtenstein,
Thailand, and Australia.
dustry.
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Fulton, Ky
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SPOTLIGHTING
THE

Doctor
in the Kitchen

BAR! CREAM

Mrs. Dorothy Mason of Hutch
inson, Kansas, not only redecor
ales her own home, she has
just built on a 14 by 15 foot
kitchen, done everything but the
plumbing herself, and would
have done that if the law hail
allowed it.

hlanager jterman Franks of
the San Francisco Giants went
to the mound during a ball
game to talk with his Japanese
pitcher, Masanori Murakami,
who listened and then said to
the manager "Take a walk."
Someone had told the pitcher
that the term meant "Yes, sir."

FEATURE

by W W. Bawer, M D.
Consultant. Nationat Dairy Council

Perfect Gifts for a Lady!
MILK FOR ATHLETES

floin-Time finds the Dad Cr•am filled with hungry customers. Notice tho expanse of carport.

The very popular Dori Cream,
owiwil by dilly Gilbert. on the
eortlIT Of SijO: line mid College
deeets has been in business for
five years, serving all kinds of
sandwiches. oysters, shrimp. soft
sal serve ice cream and other
shert . orders.
Just completed is the installaItm of the most modern equipment
for this type of business in the on.
lire aroa. The customer can now
drive into pt.Oliori and plate an
order from the car window by the
Gmeli of a button and talking into
the speaker. The voice of Billy
Gilbert answers and checks your
order from his speaker on a lighted
awl numbered board inside and the
order is immediately dispatched
to the right car. The swinging
trays and lighted menus are added
customer convenience.
Billy proudly slated The Dari
Cream progress will never slop
speaker
because we are always striving to Hero Billy Glib-art takes a custom ors ordor over the new
make impr,v..m.ents. We Want to system. Tho numberad board shows him which car speaker.
serve the best food and to offer
1/11r customers the hest pos,ible
service." '
The Busine.
,has grown considerably in- Billy's 5
ato working with k and he is momd and tip
preeiativi of Ida Maay fri,;nds and.
customers. The lot coo lt,.nitk 31
ears. new, and i, epen from 8 am
In 11 pm. with 2d employees.
Billy and his wife BaCiara.
on tne airport road with their three
youngsters Mike. 15, Dave, 12, and
Ginge,

When there is a difference of durance runners At Utah the
opinion among supposedly qual- subjects were 24 athletes repreified persons, the best way to senting the competitive sports of
settle it is not by argument, but football, basketball, track and
field, and wrestling.
by scientific study.
Without going into all the de
Athletic coaches have held differing opinions about the values tails of the scientific procedures
of milk for athletes in training of the two studies, it is of interest
for varsity or Olympic competi- to note that in each instance the
tion. or secondary school compe. subjects studied were divided into
tition. Sonic have held that the two groups. One group had plenty
competing, and often still grow- of milk and milk products, the
ing athlete needs his milk as other, for comparison, had these
much or more than does the per- products omitted from their diets
son who is not engaging in phys- except as milk was used in cookically demanding sports, Others ing
Comparisons Made
have taken the view that milk
Comparisons were then made
interferes with athletic performbetween the groups with respect
ance
to ability to run on a treadmill
Wh) The Objections
The specific objections raised or track, and other athletic perto including milk in the diet of formance. and they showed definitely that the group which had
athletes were as follows,
to milk reduces the secretion the liberal intake of milk was
of saliva and creates a dryness not affected adversely in any
of the mucous membranes called way, even when the milk was
taken immediately before com"cotton mouth":
b) milk consumed within a few petition.
At Michigan State, it was found
hours before competition curdles
in the stomach and interferes that the group from whose diet
milk was eliminated tended to
with Maximum performance;
cl milk in the athlete's diet replace the lost calories with
raises hi. fat intake and lowers foods of inferior nutritional valhis breathing efficiency, and so ue. primarily carbohydrates
Nutrients Far Low
decreases his performance capaThe level of desirable nutribility.
ents. especially calcium and riboTwo Research Studies
Two separate and independent flavin, fell below desirable level
studies were initiated to establish The claim that milk produces
the facts in this controversy. One dry mouth and excessive gas forwas coodueted at Michigan State mation was definitely disproved.
Univertity. East Lansing; the and it was demonstrated that
other at the University of Utah there are valid reasons for inat Logan At Michigan State the cluding milk in the diet of athstudy was conducted with the aid letes
So another rumor is laid to
of seven freshman track candidates and two experienced en- rest

And here is Mho hungry party placing this order from their car speaker.
Check the handy menu and swinging trays.
TOKYO—The Economic Planning Agency reports that Japan's gross national product rose
13.9 per cent last year, reaching
$69.4 billion. Per capita income
climbed 11.2 per cent, to $SW

M•rt'

E liter ic Sh
31515, •

Both Unconditionally Guaranteed for I sear against breakage
Satisfaction Guaranteed or

our money refunded

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
„,.2=u -Pon
LAKE STREIT

MATCHING DRYER - -

FULTON

- - $134.50

GOOD BUYS 1 — GOOD BUYS! — GOOD BUYS./
Table Lamps
Candy Stripe Carpet . . . . . . $2.88 sq. yd.
$3.50
23"
Color TV
Cushion Floor Covering . . . $2.25 sq. yd.
$388.88
9 x 12 Linoleum Rug . . . $5.88
12 x 12 Nylon Carpet
$69.95
. $199.95
King Size Bed .

look out...
for those
_ little heels

Reclining Chair

i'on
ssderful
Advertised in MADEMOISELLE
• GLAMOUR • SEVENTEEN

• Many Styles From Which To Choose In Wide Range Of
Widths.
• Large Selection of Purses Designed To Please.
• Cantrece Hosiery

Elifttric
WIPS, $131S

PAY $10.00 A MONTH

Remember Mothers Day - - Sun., May 8

Petite, curvy, pretty are the
demi heels on Miss Wonderful
Shoes. Delicate are the
leathers. But there's
something of a tigress
designed into each silhouette!
Wear them if a-hunting
you will go ... this Spring!
But please ... don't wear
Miss Wonderful's demidelicacies if you're just bluffing

L•dici

Shav•r

Speed Queen
Deluxe Automatic
$209.95 with trade

•

CARACAS—Venerdela has oil
reserves of 17% billion barrels,
enough to last 11 years at present production rates. Reserves
were found last year faster than
used.

( R .ght

TODAYS BEST BUYS

Quite A Chunk
Of Shortchange
WASHINGTON
— Em.
ployers shortchanged 106,333
workers $71.15 million in wages
in fiscal 1965 by violating federal pay standards, the Labor Department has found.
Employers have agreed to
make good on $21 million in
back wages and overtime, but
the remaining $50 million or so
is still bed up in negotiation and
litigation, a department spokes
man said Friday.

Abov 2): Sharps Electric
Manicure Set
$14.35

• House Shoes

BAY FAMILY

SHOE
STORE

7 Piece Dinettes .

5

•

•

•

. 52.50

-3 ROOMS FURNITURE -

$52.50

. 358.88

PAY $12.00 A MONTH

Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery

Phone

4724501

"TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE

othy Mason of Hutch
naas, not only redecor.
own home, she has
on a 14 by 15 foot
one everything but the
herself, and would
that if the law had

Fulton Ky

Fulton Fire
Hydrants Inspected
South
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Venereal Disease A Serious —
National Problem, Says AMA

SOUTH F U LTO N, Tenn.,
-The city of South Fulton recently conducted an Inspection of fire hydrants in the
city In accordance with state
regulations. The hydrants were
checked for water pressure and
leakage. They were then flushed
and sealing gaskets replaced.
Hydrants not meeting rigid
specifications of the city and
state are being repaired or replaced. The inspection was conducted by Fire Chief Kenneth
Hutchens and Joe Barber, superintendent of the City water department.

Venereal disease is spreading so
rapidly that it now represents this
nation's most urgent communicable
disease problem.
VD is hitting particularly hard
among teenagers and young adults.
according to the American Medical
Association.
The venerealdiseasesarc infecting
about two Americans a minute3,000 a day, or 1,100,000 a year.
Cases of infectious syphilis have almost tripled in this country in the
past five years More than a million

Doctor Ordered
Savings Bonds

new cases of gonorrhea are developing annually.
VD can blind, cripple, and even
kill.
The ravages of venereal diseases
are all needless tragedy, says the
AMA. because both syphilis and
gonorrhea can be avoided. If contracted, they can be cured by
Prompt medical treatment.
The cure for both disenscspenicillin-has been availableIince
1943. Any family physician or public health clinic can administer

Dr. Leo J. Kerne. Director of the
Charity Hospital of Louitien•. New
Orleans, has a long and profitable
acquaintance with the U. S. Sayings Bonds program which is celebrating its 25th Anniversary this
Dr. Kerne started buying bonds
in 1941 and has been buying them
ever since. He started out at • ISO.
•,month pace, gradually increasing
his purchases as his practice grew
and switched to Payroll Siring, in
1956.
With his accumulation of bonds.
Dr. Kerne has been able to send
his three oldest daughters to col.
lege and to build a supplemental
retirement fund.

prompt treatment
Venereal disease is caused by
intimate personal contact.
Complacency, ignorance, and a
free-and-easy attitude toward moral
standards are partly responsible for
the spread of VD, the increasing
use of alcohol. especially among
young people, also plays a role.
Authorities believe, however, that
thousands of young people simply
aren't aware of the dangers of VD.
Once infected, they are complacent
about treatment.
One of the first signs of syphilis
may be a painless, ulcerating sore.
Gonorrhea produces inflammation
of the genital and urinary tracts,
and a discharge of pus.
A person may contract syphilis
and be unaware that he has the disease. After the first symptoms, the
germs may remain hidden in the
body for as long as 20 years before
any damage is discovered. Then the
person may become coppled. develop heart disease, blood vessel
disease, blindness, or show mental
symptoms. Even death may result
from this hidden stage of syphilis.

natmt 9leee-zaeleme/are,dag
a ,atnsl breakage

PLAZA BEING CONSIDERED Al STATE.
CAPITAL-This architect's model suggests
what Frankfort's "Craw" Sc, tion could look
like in the future with development of a
Frankfort Plaza. The aerial photograph shows how
the section looks today, partly cleared.
Definitely planned is a new State office building (upper
left in model). It will contain about so
stories above the plaza level with two levels of parking
below the plaza. A cafeteria, not
shown, will be built in the vii atty. Other buildings being
planned for the area are a Y.M.C.A.
and a Federal Building (front kit) a ity-county civic
center, and motel facilities (far left in
model). The two buildings (front enter) are the Old
State House and Annex. A new law
adopted by the 1966 Legislature established a Capital
Plaza Authority, consisting of the
Governor, the Finance Commissioner, the Attorney General,
a member appointed by the
Frankfort MA,01 and one appointed by the Franklin
County judge. This group has authorization to administer the development of the P1.17•1
Architect for the Plaza and State office
building is Edward Duren Stone of New York, with
Lee Potter Smith and Associates of
Frankfort as associate for the State office building.
•

Davie-McClaran
Engagement Is
Announced
LENNOX
GAS FURNACES

de

AIR CONDITIONERS
HEAT-PUMPS
ELECTRIC FURNACES
ALL NEW
GAS PACK UNIT

34.50
Ys./ —
Lamps

F. H A. APPROVED

Smallman Sheet Metal
FULTON, KY.

PHONE 472-1912

50
olor TV

SUNDAY, MAY 8th

HIC1CMAN, Ky.,
and Mrs. John Tunny Davie of
Hickman Rt. 4, announce the
engagement •n d approaching
marriage of their daughter.
Joyce Lynn, to Mall Doran McClara. of Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
son of Mrs. Lorne McCann of
Crossville, Tenn., and Robert
McClaran of Nashville.
Miss Davie is a 19C3 graduate
of Fulton Cottnty High School
and is presently enrolled as a
junior at Murray State College
where she is • social Planet
major. She plans to be •secondary school teacher upon graduMr. McCiaran is a 1993 graduate of Cumberland County
High School. He served four
yearn In the U.S. Navy and Is
now a senior at Middle Tensestee State University in Murfreesboro and will be graduated
In January, 1967.
The wenamg will be solemnized at First Christian Church
In Hickman at 7:30 p.m. June 1.
Invitations are not being sent,
but all friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and reception immediately following in the chur ch dining

:8.83
ylon Carpet

9.95
ing Chair

2.50

To MOTNER. iriiTH LOVE!
—,Fts•

Lovely Lorraine
'LINGERIE
• Slips
• Gowns
• Robes
• Pajamas
• Panties
DRESSES
• Half-sizes
• Misses

Gift Wrapping —
Accessories
• Helen Ayars cosmetics
• Ship 'N Shore Blouses
• Bradley Sportswear
• Buxton Billfolds
• Jewelry
• Purses
• Gloves
TABLE LINENS

• Domestic
• Imported

Phone

72-1501

44.Weakt'Son3

IMPORTANT FASHIONS

SIZES
PRESTONSBURG, Ky.
-Youngsters from Louisville,
Lexington and Falmouth won
$100 savings bonds today at the
annual convention of the state
Young Historians' Association.
First prizes in the association's essay contest went to
Kathy Combs, Louisville Atherton High; Cynthia Maude, Lexington Sayre School, and Tin*
Wilson of Morgan Elementary
School, Falmouth.
Other essay awards went to
Susan Reams, Alice Littral and
Donna Wilson, all of Lexington;
Eudora Stone, Falmouth; Allan
Prestcn, Paintsville, and Daniel
Mysock, Mayfield.
The association colsed its conventimi today.

EXCMNO SEUKTION

TREMENDOUS VALUES

12 to 20
14% to 24%

• One sensationally low sale price ...shop Hirsch's.Dress Carnival -and save!

Prints
Solids

• Cottons! Anil

rayon and cotton blends! Acetate and cotton seersuckers!

• Sparkling prints, solids, stripes and checks in wide and wonderful color array!
• News-making Styles- only six are sketched-come in, see dozens morel
• A very special purchase from a top maker-very special savings for you!

Fabulous
FABRICSI
•
Stunning

• roof want

several for yourself - and remember Mother's Day is May 0th!

STYLESI

P.H.HIRSCH & CO.
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COMING
IS
WEATHER
11
vd1
1
/ova
4,50e
iPOS

/ YOU WILL NEED GOOD
FOR SAFE DRIVING

7/ 1 TAKE
\
:10

ADVANTAGE
OF THIS

'Firestone
J

111E1

A

SPECIAL OFFER
Buy The First Tire Al Advertised
SALE PRICE And Get Second And
Additional Tires Al

(-„._

NYLON TIRE

QUALITY CONES

Great Firestone Nylon Tires at Discount Prices!

Your Choice of

PRICE
OFFER EXPIRES MAY 14, 1966 -oc
'
s

FOR BEST PERFORMANCE
USE...
SICYCHIEF GASOLINE
FIRE CHIEF GASOLINE
HAVOLINE MOTOR OIL

Preston.
Champion Nylon

New wrap-around design
for easier handling

Wide, deep tread for greater traction
Nylon cord body for maximum safety
*20% more mileage than the Nylonaire

0 26% more mileage than
the Champion
Illiu:isiumeaus.Til.11114
SIZE
(Sae (.51.4 .so Advertised Advertised SALE PRICe
"Owes ore sow,"No-Trade" Trade-in
with
Jr, sarsoir,so)
Price
Price
Trade-In.

QUALITY STAMPS
WITH EXTRA PURCHASE

$20.45 $17.45
21.65 18.40
6 SO-13
24.05 20 55
63015
7 50 14 iiI7Z14)
24.50 20.75
;
$001441 25 14)
28.05 23.80
7 10 IS (11 IS 15)
115014(A 53,14)
30.80 26.30
700(5(1 0015)
34.30 29.30
CO IS
IS 00.13

EXTRA--

BONUS--

ON TIRE PURCHASES
1st. Tire
100 Extra Stamps
2nd. Tire _ _
200 Extra Stamps
3rd. Tire
_ 300 Extra Stamps
4th. Tire _ _ _
400 Extra Stamps
Set Of Tires
_ _ 1000 Extra Stamps

1114041$140

Safety Champion Nylon

$15.70
16.55
18.50
18.70
21.40
23.70
26.40

•Plus tlx and trae.x-I fire oft your car
WHITtWALLS add $2.50 Per tire

Nylonaire

SIZE

hst.1
,40,1.44

"NoTrwle" Todwin
(n overarm.)
pvics
Price

with
Tridein•

$16.25 $14.75 $13.30
17.65 15.90 14.30

6 0041
6 SO-13

i't.14g;ZIV) 21.05 19.05 17.15
00 14(6 25 IS)
7 1015(8 IS IS)
7 4415(4451S)

23.80 21.30 19.15
26.10 23.60 21.25

a 00/11 2015
(1155-1S)

29.70 26.70 24.05

410 14)t55 14)

Plus tax and trrAe in tire o# your car
WHITEWALLS add PM per Hr•

Use Your

TEXACO Credit Card

ROAD SERVICE

PRICE
(Sue Wei also Advertised Advertised SALEvole,
retaams sus amen Prise .*Tredieer
Price
Tredeln•
oentntbes.$)
6 70 lb (7 75 IS)
Tube nom Reck $15.10 $13.60 910.00
6 70 15(7 7515) 18.10
16.30 11.60
Tube me WM.
6 70 15(7 75 15)
7.30 14)7 75 (4) 18.60 16.75 11.90
tubeless ISMS
6 70 15(7 75)5
7 5014(7 75(4
21.60 19.45 13.40
Tweeters snws
11.0:7 14(6 25 14) 21.60
19.45 13.40
Tubeless 940
110014(62514)
24.60 22.15 15.10
Tubeless Vinne
• Plus tax and trade In bre otl your car.

NATION-WIDE GUARANTEE
No Limit on Miles...
No Limit on Months

FULL LIFETIME GUARANTEE againirt
defects In workmanship end mete.
Pals and all normal rod hoard in•
lurk. encountered In everydey pas.
ns car use for the Illy of the
O.rlitin
.
;1 treed deflen. Replacements
ions wormed on tr••ci Wear •nd
based on current Firestone retail
price .0 time of adjustment.

*Jour safety is our business

FULTON TEXACO
k

11' 7-rib tread for sure-footed traction
* Firestone SUP-R-TUF rubber
for extra mileage
Sup-R-Tufe

206 WEST STATE LINE
472-3961

SERVICE
CENTER

OPEN 6 A. M. TIL 12 MIDNIGHT

Fulton Ky.

1111111111/10111=1111111II'1

Purse Contents Study
Finds 'No Kitchen Sink,'
Nearly Everything Else
ame

are-

alk

11%
SW

'NAL

ww
,
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arZSTATE PHOTOGRAPHS WIN --- I his photograph sat a
reflection in water of the State Capitol at Frankfort us..
among 16 picturrs made by State photographers to he eshibited at the Kentucky Professional Photographers AsiOriation's annual convention in Louisville Gene Givan and H. B.
Littell, both news division photographers for the Department
of Public Information, won first place awards in the illustrative and architectural divisions for black and to bite pictures-Givan for an unusual shot of the staircase at the Old State
House in Frankfort, and Linen (who made this picture) for
an action photo ol a water-skier on the Kentucky River,
taken during the annual Admiral's Picnic.

21Toileal Day

tftS

What better way to start the be 2 cups. Mis diced pineday than with • party' On • apple with sugar and
cup
spring Sunday, • late break- white rum. Let stand 30 minfast or early lunch get-together utes. Replace or pineapple
can make the most enjoyable. shell. Pour 1 on. run, into each
party of the week-end. More whiskey sour glass or parfait
and more people seem to be .glans. Spoon about 3 tablediscovering this A recent sur- spoons pineapple into each
vey indicates that 17 per cent
Fill to top with !popeof all guests are entertained at fruit-pi ne•pple
juice drink.
break fast!
I Stir. Yield: 12 Welcomes.
Consider the appeal of a
menu including Pineapple Welcome. • refreshing drink for
Melded Crams
which rum-fl•vored pineapple
1 pound cream cheese
is served from •fresh pineapple
14 cup heavy cream
shell; popovers made from your
tf, cup commercial SOW cream
favorite recipe or boxed mixed.
2 tablespoons confectioners'
baked ahead and reheated just
sugar
before serving,• creamy cheese
'A teaspoon vanilla
mold served with fresh berries;
and large cups of coffee.
Soften cream cheese at room
temperature.
Add remaining
Pineapple Welcome
ingredients and blend, then
I large pineapple
beat until smooth. Moisten •
is cup sugar
strip of cheesecloth, wring
2 cups white rurn
out, •nd spread as liner in •
3 cups pineapple-grapefruit 2% cup mold. Fill with cheese,
juice drink
packing in down well. Cover
and refrigerate until finn, overRemove frond including • night. To serve, invert mold
thin top •lic• from pineapple. with flat side on serving plate.
With • grapefruit knife, cut Remove
mold,
then
strip
*round fruit between fl•ah and cheesecloth off creme. Stirpeel. Cut meat into vertical pound with fresh or frozen
quarters to remove easily from strawberries. Yield: about 8
the shell. Dice There should servings.

What's in • purse? A recent survey confirms what women already
know: A -purse may contain just
about anything that's small and
portable. In its research, KimberlyClark classifies the contents of
purses as necessities, emergency
items, and "miscellaneous."
After looking inside their purses,
almost all women interviewed revealed that they carry keys, identification, driver's license, social security card, credit cards, money,
efferk book, address book, lipstick,
powder, mirror, comb, purse pack
Kleenex tissues, nail file, shopping
lists, reminder lists, photographs
of the family, and plastic rain
scarf.
But, to be really prepared for the
activities of the day, many women
also carry hair spray, brush eye
make-up, nail polish, manicure set,
tweezers. aspirin, mending kit, eye
glasses, pills, safety pins, hair pins,
first aid kit, and maps, too.
The miscellaneous category really
refers to the purse's function as a
catch-all. for many women carry
chikben's coat buttons, ticket stubs,
grocery coupons, and other assorted
collector's itIMIS.
While there was some minor disagreement about what a purse
should contain, not a woman was
found who would trade her purse
for pockets!
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Napkins, Scissors Keep
Pre-Schoolers Busy

Page 5

Garden Tools Need
Spring Tune-up

Napkin art can keep preschool
youngsters occupied indoors for
hours on a rainy spring day. Bluntend SCISS.II, paste, s box of Kleenex
dinner napkins, and active imagina.
tions are all they need to cut and
birds and animals, stars and
flowers, boats or hats.

fold

Hold a contest to see who can
make the best rabbit or tulifl.
'hen the youngsters have
enough creations, let each choose
his favorite one, and award him a
401d star to put c)ri it.

Now's the time to take garden
tools out of storage and shun
blades or replace broken ha
s.
Spray handles of all tools with
orange or yellow paint, the colors
most visible when tools are lost.
A Kleenex paper towel rack in
the garage or tool shed will provide
instant cleaning for gardening tools.
After a busy day of gardening,
towels are handy to clean soiled
hands and wipe mud from shoes,
rakes and trowels.

04**01*
Daniel Green Slippers

Tissues Protect Hairdo
Here's a way to avoid sleeping on
uncomfortable hair rollers. AM it's
as hands, on trips as it is at horrie.
Use soft Kleenex tissues to preserve your hairdo overnight. Simply
fold tissues in half lengthwise, roll
them up and use them as rollers,
clipping them into your hair. To
avoid crushing bangs, clip • single
ussue, folded lengthwise, under
them.

"DORMIE"
all leather; black, blue, white
$6.00

Shine Copper Easily

( we also have many other styles)

Here's • way to make cleaning
copper bottom pans easier.
Use a spray-on copper cleaner or
apply liquid of cream cleaner with
a pad of folded Kleenex paper
towels. When it's time to wipe off
the cleaner, use more throw-away
paper towel pads. With disposable
paper towels, rbere's no cloth or
sponge to clean.

THE LEADER STORE
434 Lake Street

(SUNDAY IS MOTHER'S DAY!)
Set Teflon cookware

$12.88

General Electric Steam and Spray Iron
General Electric radio
General electric hair dryer

$17.95

Sealy PosturePedic matireu

Pricesi

$12.95

All of our Ladies'

_ $49.95

General Electric can opener
G-E Automatic toaster

916.88

Corning Ware set

$12.95

HUNDREDS OF OTHER

if

$14.95
$79.50

9 x 12 Rug with pad

Irv)

7

SPRING COATS and SUITS

$12.95

GIFT ITEMS!

Say "I love you mother"
with a lasting gift from

REG.
$15.00

SALE!

SALE!

REG.
$18.03

•

SALE!

REG.
$22.00

SALE!

LADIES SPRING DRESSES

Falba Hardware & Furniture Co.
-20S LAKE ST.-

12 15

REG.
$12.00

WINDOW PANE CHECKS
- Neat black checks on
dazzling white cotton ottoman are fashion-right for
spring. Here they are masterfully tailored into an
elongated suit with figureskimming lines. Black buttons and a low-slung belt
add a dashing look to this
design by Bert Geiger for
Campioni,

Regularly
$3.99 & $4.99

Regularly
$5.99 & $6.99

'

John Felstead, 74, and Lizzie
Smith, 65, called at their wedding plans in CogIps, England,
because their
didn't like
each other.

tad traction
rubber
Sup-R-TuNI

Maine

SALE MICE
Tmlarle

Your graduation gift problem can -be solved at our

60 $10.00
30 11.60
75 11.60

UNICO
• PASSENGER

;tore. We have a wide, won-

45 13.10
.45 13.10
15 15.10

derful collection of gifts

* TRUCK

for young men.
• TRACTOR

SALE! A Large Selection Of

FAMOUS NAME BRANDS
•

in
Vriett%
ptseements
weer and
one retell
•nt.

• Slacks & „Sport & Dress Shirts

Free Balancing

• Ties and Socks

ONE GROUP

• Belts and Jackets

Fully Warranted

• Mens Toiletries and Jewelry

CE
ER

• Novelty gifts and many other items for your
consideration.

DNIGHT

ALL POPULAR SIZES
Terms To Stilt

Gifts Wrapped Free

GRISHAM'S KENS WEAR
220 Main Street

Ladies $1.99 and $2.99 Blouses

Free Installation

• Suits & Sport Coats

Fulton, Ky.

SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Op•ralive
399 Central Ave. 179-2352

Boys Casual Pants
Values Up
To $3.99

2
.29

99C

Several Hats, 1/2 Price
4

ONE GROUP

Men's Casual Pants
Values Up
To $3.99

2.69

Fulton, Ky.
Nr

Fulton, Ky.

May

All 242 members of the graduating class of Boston Latin
School. the oldest public high
school in the U.S. are going to
college this year and so are all
171 graduates of the Girls Latin School.

Page 6
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There is no divorce in Italy,
but authorities are having some
trouble with Aldo Donati who
was arrested marrying his 12th
bride. When she learned about
the other 11 she fainted

Turn Plain Space Into A Show Place

Headquarters for The TOUGH BREED Of TIRES'
Charlie Scates Store
Highway it, North

Fulton

PHONE 471-2511

Call its for FAST, EFFICIENT
ON -THE-FARM

TIRE SERVICE!

LUXURY LOOK FROM SHEETS—New fashion-printed
cotton percale sheets are too pretty to hide under a
blanket. Use them for canopies, dust ruffles, draperies—
even wall panels. How-to-do tips for all of these projects are in Lady Pepperell's new booklet, "The Design,
ing Couple's How-To Handbook."

Turn plain space into a
show place by building
your decor around new
fashion-printed cotton percale sheets.
They're too pretty to
hide under • blanket. So
use them as professional
decorators do more expensive fabrics—to coordinate
the over-all room decor.
Easy-to-sew sheets can be
cantorno4 into Yhireo,1
opies and dust ruffles, chair
slipcovers and dressing table skirts, window valances
and floor-to-ceiling draperies.
Quilt them for stylish
bedspreads or covers for
headboards and footboards.
Their generous size keeps
seams to a minimum.
How-to-do tips from a
widely-known interior designer. Marvin Culbreth,
AID., are given in a new
booklet, "The Designing
Couple's How -To Handbook." It's available for 25
cents from Lady Pepperell,
Ill West 40th St., New
York, N. Y. 10018.

IT'S DONE WITH SHEETS
This room once had a
problem: small space and 'tenting ceiling. As• solution,
Interior Designer Marvin Culbreth, AID, turned to
cotton percale sheets. Ceiling, walls, and beds are covered in Lady Pepperell's "White Rose" pattern for •
unified decor.

Update Decor

WtaII fix

your Him on the spot

BONI LOSE VALUABLE WAREN. TIMEI

Household budgets being what
they are, it's easy to fall one or two
trends behind the rapidly changing
styles in home des-orating and furlishings.
This )ear decorating on • budget
n fresh new styles is simplified with
adhesive coverings, shelf and drawer
lining, that provide the right color
accent for any room. Subtle use of
decorative owerinip can change the
whole tenor of a room and help
keep the home in step with the
times-without causing • balance of
payments crisis in the family.
Ten new patterns in Marva/,m
coverings are Wood Apple, Cash
mere. Early American. Metropolitan
Aqua, Metropolitan Yellow, Pink
Tweed Pink and Saddle Brown. The
very Mimes evoke visions Ii decorat
mg in Early American, Spanish or
Art Nouveau styles!
Others elicit Moments. of home
spun, tweedy, masculine, v,tinsti
arm
sated or ultra feminine decor
earth colors of yellow, gold and
brown dominate the new patterns.
Wood Apple, an elegant, detaded
pattern in rich gold, is a revival of
the Art Nouveau of the 1890's, •
leading choice of the design-con
scions today_ A panel of Wod
SUMMER'S SHELTERED LOOK—Fo poolside or patio,
Apple adhesive covering on • hallthis cotton canvas shelter is a practical and beautiful
way or framing for • mirror will set
means of warding off a blistering sun. It also provides
a new mood in the entrance at
privacy for today's expanded outdoor living.
fora.
The modem black and gold de
Amy Kelly is only 15 but she
sign of Caslonem appalls to the
police dog in
Judge, a
homemaker who is looking for smart
goes to all of the Rotary Club
Nairobi. Kenya, has 500 arrests
new decorating ideas and colors
meetings in Stettler, Alberta,
lhawer hunts on • hallway chest or
to his credit. Recently he was
Canada, with her father, who is
panels decorated with Cashmere
door
looking
he
was
man
by
•
bitten
a deaf mute. She tells him, in
covering reflect a Spanish influence
for. The man got 15 months for
highlighted try intricate pattern.
sign language, what is being
"unlawfully wounding • police
For 'the very feminine-111e Wi4.
said, and speaks for him when
dog while isr the execution of
teenager or grown-up-- the petite
he tells her in sign language to
Its duty."
pink and white iridescent pattern of
say something.
Pink Pearl or the homespun lok
t4 Pink Tweed can coordinate desk
top, bulletin board frame, closet
accessories and dresser drawers.
To deciiate things that are distinc-dv "his," there is the leather
likelook of Saddle Brown or die
burlap design of Yellow Tweed,
both ideal for rejuvenating favorite
books with worn covers, renewing •
0 tobacco can or lining bookshelves.
All Nlarvalon coverings are plastic
coated so they can be scrubbed. The
material is tear resistant. The adhesive backed kind applies easily to
any Bat surface, yet can be stripped
off by hand without damaging the
surface.

r. FARMER..
Use Southern States
HYBRID CORN
—PLUS200 Lbs. Southern Stales 5-15.5
Cora Starter Fertilizer is Lw

WE GUARANTEE
STAND OF CORN
Or We Will Replace Both The Seed And The
Fertilizer FREE

Start "em Right!

Earl T. Osborne Makes Formal
Announcement Of Judgeship

My wife is the former Helen Cooper of Ballard County We
were married in 1943 and have 4 children.
My decision to make this race was influenced by two issues
which are In my opl^,
,n of vitro importance to the people of
Kentucky.
(I) My opponent, Brady Stewart, supported and voted for
the 100 percent tax assessment on all property In my opinion
this decision was 41 unconstitutional usurpation of the powers
of the legislature by the Court of Appeals It has unnecessarily
caused • special session of the legislature at great expense to
the people Now the great burden of taxes has been shifted to
the shoulders of those who own homes and small bunesses
This was done without justification in law or reason
(2) The term which Judge Btev.:art and I seek is for 8 year,
At the end of this term Judge Stewart will be 80 years of age
The work on this Court Is hard, detailed and demanding work.
It requires clear and rational thought and judgement. The position Is difficult enough for a man In the prime of life at the
peak of performance, It ii impossible for one with a serious
handicap including the handicap of advanced age
Kentucky has an excellent rettremeat system for the Judges
Judge Stewart could retire with benefits including his social
security exceeding ($15,000.00) fifteen thousand dollars per

year.
Your vote and Influence will be
appreciated.
Earl T Osborne
paid political adv

Phone 471-7352 So. Puttee Ell Central

Ave.

—Carrol Barnard. Mgr.—

FREE

I wish to make this my formal announcement for the office
of Judge of the Court of Appeals. I was born and grew up In
Ballard County where I attended high school at Knell. Following graduation in 1940 I joined the Air Force and served
throughout World War U. I saw service with the 9th Air Force
In the European Theater of Operations.
I graduated from the University of Kentucky ,iith • degree
In law in 1950 and shortly thereafter entered the practice of
law in Benton where I have made my home since I was elected
Circuit Judge of the 42nd Judicial District composed of Marshall. Calloway, and Livingston Counties In 1957 and have
served in this office since that date

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

Charles Everett and
new herd.

Son, Chuck

16- FOOT EXTENSION LADDER

Everett with their fine

With The Purchase Of
SWPWW1

The Everetts started their pigs on Wayne
Tail Curler Rockets, using 50 lbs. per litter,
then changed to the T. C. Pig Starter. Their
18 sows farrowed and raised 189 pigs
shown here at 5 weeks.
Mr. Everett and Chuck of Hickman. Route 4,
like the Wayne Pig Starting program."Our pigs
start eating Wayne Tail Curler at about four
days of age."

4 Gallons Of Monarch Exterior Paint

IpwWwW

7N.

$6.75 Gallon

At The Special Low
Price of Only

FREE
5 FOOT STEPLADDER

0

With The Purchase Of

2 Gallons of Martin Senonr Interior Paint
1500 Colors To Choose From!

$6.15 Gal.

They buy feed from Butts Mill.

IT PAYS TO FEED

479-2641
Broadway in South Fulton

ITS MI

in

EXCHANGE

WAYNE
FEEDS

FURNITURE CO.
Commercial Ave.

Fulton

E,ora loveRetfloteetha SI/M/flfl
2

ar,
•
a111
.

Fulton, Ky.
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HUCK

OAST

•a
to
r•

S CHOICE TENDER BONELESS

LB,

LB.

690

LB
BACON

KREY
16 to 18 lb. Average
Whole or
Half
LB.

US CHOICE TENDER CENTER CUT

59( CHUCK ROAST
49( PORK NECK BONES

I B.

US CHOICE

EELFOOT ROUSER VALLEY

WHY PAY 10 to 15% MORE FOR GROCERIES ON SUNDAY

HA

BLADE CUT

US
59 iHgcER,
,TIF?BRT
65(
CUT ROAST

JY THE BEST BUY REELFOOT

EELFOOT FRANKS
HUCK ROAST
LICED

SMOKED

US GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
HEAVY CORN-FED
Hand Picked By Reelfoot

45( SMOKED JOWL
19( FAT BACK

MEATY

GRADE

390

LB.

9
2 9
LB.

a%

LE‘S.

LB.

39(

LB.

29c

OUR OWN DELICIOUS TASTY BARBECUE

Ho

LB.

* CHICKENS

GIANT CHEER

HMS

WASHING

COFFEE

WITH A ADDITIONAL $5.00 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING MILK & TOBACCO PRODUCTS.

1/2 GAL.

KRAFT

JUICE

"(kilo'

VELVEETA

1,-

QUALITY

STAMPS

on

WITH AN ADDITIONAL $5.00 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING MILK & TOBACCO PRODUCTS.

JAR

99*
290

TENDER LEAF GIANT 4 OZ. JAR

TEA."PURETEAVVO

INSTANT

GRADE A

1 ARGE

WHY PAY 10 to 15% MORE FOR

490
FREE!

HEE!
STAINLESS
STEEL

ICE

BARS

111
'
4
41
O
6

301
EXTRA

JACK

t4 COST YOU 10 to 15% MORE TO BUY
YOUR GROCERIES ON SUNDAY.

POT

SPECIAL!

2

EACH

10(

CASTELBERRY'S
PIT COOKED

FREE
COCA COLA

BARBECUE SANDWICHES
THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY 10 AM to 6 PM

DRAWING TIME FRI. 6:00 PM

PRIDE OF ILL. 303 Size Can

CREAM

CORN

T.

V.

DINNERS

UOZ.

390

OCOMA FROZEN

POT

DEVILED EGGS
CHICKEN SALAD
PIMENTO SALAD
BOLOGNA

4

Style

OCOMA FROZEN

1

LOOK FOR THIS OFFER DURING THE NEXT SIX WEEKS.

ICEBERG
8—

STAMPS
WITH YOUR NO. II COUPONS YOU RECEIVED IN THE MAIL.

COUPON

-59 CHEESE
„), 55( BANANA PUDDING
B., 49( BAKED BEANS
2 BEAN SALAD

99(
49(
160, 49(
1— 49(

6FCAKES

SPECIAL!

160Z,

10(

CASTLEBERRY'S
PIT COOKED

EACH
FREE
COCA COLA

BARBECUE SANDWICHES
THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY 10/04 to 6 PM

69 pEN: S 25
5No. 9c
NO. 2 I/2 SIZE
29 Oz.

LIBBY

0

CANS

OCOMA FROZEN

FRUIT

LARGE 20 07. 5I7E

119$ CREAM
"
5

6 FLAVORS

PIES

m

a

4 -$1

PIES

OCOMA FROZEN

PIES

QUALITY

WITH THIS COUPON AND A $5.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE

FROM OUR KITCHEN
/

FREE

TEA

SPOONS

WEDNESDAY

agoceluzs ON SUNDAY

—250
9°00WDER 280

j

DOZ.

EGGS

CASH

BOX.

MARS

dk

COUPON

$2506°

DOUBLE

POWDER

LIMIT I PLEASE

59.
5 $1.00 151'846

ItRAFT FRESH

ORANGE

LB.

LIMIT 1 PLEASE

14 OZ.
SIZE

-

LITE r1.4,J4E

10 LE- 89*
890

FLOUR

4

A1

SWEET

SHOWBOAT 300 SIZE

14 1/2 OZ.

CAN

100

NRK8BEANS
MRS. HUBBARD 12 PER BOX

GALLON

MILK

NICE LARGE HEADS

CHOCOLATE

PIES

LA

FRESH FLORIDA

LO

1

HEAD

UC

FRESH CUCUMBERS
LEAF LETTUCE

5c
39(

IT TAKES A $15.00 PURCHASE TO GET ALL ITEMS
LISTED WITH $5,00 PURCHASES

deellimatar

0CORI
FRESHEST
PRODUCE
IN TOWN

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

EwjAmEs

AND

soN

SUPERMARKET

EARa

HAVE YOU EVER STOP TO FIGURE OUT HOW
MUCH MONEY YOU WOULD SAVE BY NOT
BUYING YOUR GROCERIES ON SUNDAY?
FIGURE IT OUT, YOU MIGHT SURPRISE YOUR
SELF.

Fulton, Ky

May 5, 1966
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Breathitt Advises Check On New Propert Assessment Fl ures

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Gov. Edward T. Breathitt has advised
those taxpayers who did not list
their property with the county
tax commissioner during January and February to check on
their new property tax assessments during the upcoming inspection period.
The inspection will be in the
county tax commissioner's office and the time and dates will
be announced.
Assessments will be higher,
Breathitt said, "but because of
a law we passed last October,
tax rates will be lower."

cause someone else was underassessed, your taxes will not be
lower. The property owner who
has been underassessed compared to his neighbors will now
pay his fair share,• You can
check your assessment and compare it with others, It should
be no more than fair cash-value
on today's markeL"
During the inspection perod
any taxpayer disagreeing with
his assessment can ask the
County Court clerk by letter
for a hearing before the County Board of Supervisors. Further appeal can be taken to
the Kentucky Board of Tax
Appeals and to the courts.

According to Breathlt
"Now Is the time to check on
your assessment, not after
tax rates are set and your tax
bills made out. By then It will
be too late. I am asking you
to do this so that the transition to fair valuation will not
work a burden nor Injustice
on any individual taxpayer."

Count y tax commissioners
moving to reassess property at

full value in Kentucky are doing
so in compliance with law—not
because of any whim of the government at the county seat or
at Frankfort, State Revenue
Commissoiner James F. Luckett points out.

Breathitt said, "If you have
been paying extra taxes be-

The Court of Appeals has
ruled that state and local tax
officials must comply with the
Constitution, which Is the law

OPEN EVERY NIGHT

of the land and which demands full assessment, says
locket'.
Fulton

Wien City Highway.

In the ruling on property assessment, Lag kett says, the
Court of Appeals holds these officials strictly accountable for
carrying out the constitutional
requirement.
The appellate decision states

ALWAYS
TWO TOP FEATURES
l - SAT

THUR -

-7

May 5 •

that "the people of Kentucky
must realize that public officials, including the commissioner of 'revenue, the county tax
commissioners, and this court,
are bound to perform their duties exactly as the Ontsitution
and the statutory laws of this
commonwealth require when the
command is clear."
The court further says: "In
the performance of our duty we
are not by this decision In any
sense changing the law of taxation, or the tax structure, or
increasing the tax burden. We
are simply declaring and enforcing the law, and the law is

Burt Lancaster
— In —
THE HALLELUJAH
TRAIL"
AND

Fear — T
Suspense
All — In —
"MACUMBA LOVE"

SUN - MON - TUES - V/ED

May 8. 9 - 10 • II
"FAT BLACK

made by the people."

PUSSY CAT"
An Adult Program)

1.uckett called the court's

ruling "one of the landmark
decisions in the property tax
field." On June 8, 1015, the

AND
"COMMON LAW
WIFE"

court directed that all property be assessed at fair cash
value, effective January 1,

(Adults • Understand)

%

OPEN BOWLING ALL
DURING MAY
10 am. - 6 DM

Mon. thro

Friday

3 GAMES

$1.00
JET LANES

been computed on a partial assetsment-base. And the tax rate
has snared to the legal maxi-

mum. Tax rates will be lowered."
The 1965 special session of the
General Assembly, called by
Governor Edward T. Breathitt,
required taxing districts (cities,
counties, school districts) to roll
back rates so that revenue collections would not soar. A district, after a public hearing
may increase revenues by as
tniich as 10 per cent in each
the next two years. After that
no further increase can bi
made under present laws.
"In general," says Lockett

'the transition is being madt
smoothly from widely varyint
assessment levels and high tax
rates to the uniform full assessment level and lower tax rates.
Taxpayers in general are being

protected."
According to Lockett, "It Is
vitally important that tax officials and authorities carefully
consider the impact of the appellate decision and act in a

way that guarantees equitable
and fair treatment to every taxpayer." Besides calling the special session to stabilize property tax
collections. Breathitt persuaded
this year's legislature to pass a
law to prevent a tax burden
from being shifted from public
service companies to home owners. He also Is to name a commission of citizens to give a pro
found study of the effect of assessment equalization.
Lucken says the goal of the
Revenue Department is compliance with the court's decision.
plus fair treatment to taxpayers. "We have to comply," be

value to as high as 50 per
cent. - "This is rampant inequity," Lockett says.

Although, due to the action of
the special session, the total lax
collection cannot be increased
beyond the 10 per cent for each
of the two years, there may be
individual increases for people
whose assessment was abnormally low, Lucintt points out.
The taxes_ on property assessed
at the average of Its taxing district will be little different from
last year, he says.

Yugoslavia Gets
More Tourists
BELGRADE
— Yugoslavia has gained $90 million
from tourism for the first nine
months of 1965, equal to the total amount spent by tourists In
MU, officials report.

FRIDAY
NIGHT

Miss Girdler
Is Queen Of
Derby Festival
i.my ISVILLE
-A spin of

the wheel has selected Miss
Lynne Girdier as queen of the
Kentucky Derby Festival.
The other four candidates at
the annual Coronation Ball Friday night Will be the queen's
court during the coming Derby
week. They are Norma Arnold
of Versailles. Miss Dianne Dry.
mon of Lexington, Miss Kathy
Fairleigh of Hopkmsville, and
Miss Mars Filen Brown of Louisville.
Approximately 500 attended
the ball in Louisville's Convention Center

Subscribe To The News
TI,, Complete Newspaper

BACK IN BUSINESS AGAIN

SAME PLACE

Want Quick Results'
Buy A Shopper Want Ad

Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw,
Tarter Saute
French Sritis

FISH
FRY!
5 to 12 p. m.
All you can eat $1.25
Children 75! \

DUB

FIESTA
rulloz!, K

"We Specie/Ise In Service"
• or.u.ine
• Oil Cherteed

5
,•

• MON.. and Tail Pins Service
'Lot Us Balance Your Tires

Clyde Fields Service Si.,.
to Hs. Heart of Down Town Fulton

says.
"In holding tax officials accountable, the appellate decision states that failure to discharge their constitutional and

statutory duties will constitute
misfeasance or malfeasance."
The court. Lockett says,
"sought to convict • long-standlog and widespread practice of
assessing property for taxation
at less than fair cash value."
The court's decision climaxed
a suit brought against the revenue commissioner by residents
of Louisville and Jefferson County. The suit developed from a
financial crisis in school and local governments — a crisis reailung from falling assessment
ratios and inequities in different classes of property.
The court had not ruled previously an full assessment because the question had not been
brought before it. The court's
decision remarks about the constitutional requirement:
"It Is not outdated, or otoolete, or contrary to any policy
we know of . . . This law today
is Just as vital and enforceable
as it was the day It was written
Into the Constitution."
The decision says the court

Vanilla/Strawberry Sherbet

"has consistently recognized
what the Constitution and statutes require but until now has

4th Street

Fulton
Managed by Paul Heltsley

471-1151

Full assessment does not necessitate drastic changes in collections, Luckett says.
"The important thing is that
tax bills now are to be computed on an equalized full-value
base, with rates reduced correspoodently. Until now, they have

Open 11:45 PM

DOUBLE FEATURE
PROGRAM!
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.

never had presented to it the
kind of proceeding in which
C,ose provisions appropriately
could be enforced."
Fair cash value assessment
will provide a better basis for
equalization of tax rates all
through the state, according tc
Locket,.
The statewide assessment
average for real estate had
fallen to about 27 per cent at
the time of the court ruling,
be says. The ratio ranged
among counties from 121,4 per
cent for the lowest county to

ACADEMY AWARD ta;Pwseit,

1EE MARVIN
,

35 for the highest. Between
taxpayers within the counties,
the range was even greater—
from about five per cent of

BEST ACTOR
•s

Then you know it's Quality Chekdl

SALL011

FAAMARVIN

That means unique flavors. Like our Strawberry Sherbet
with Vanilla Ice Cream. We uses whole pound of ripe red
strawberries in every gallon of sherbet we make.Then we blend
with our creamy vanilla ice cream to bring you a dessert that's
half red Strawberry Sherbet and half Vanilla Ice Cream.
Next time you shop, remember that ours is one of the
select dairies authorized to carry the Quality Chekd label.
It does make a difference.

Unti
l

CROMMI PICTURIS
P.Ms
add
[

NOMINATED FOR 1
M
ACAMT
AWARDS
WELDING NEST
ACTMSSI
MST DIRECTOR!

WILLIAM
WYLER'S

nusauca STAMP
SAMANTHA ROGAJR

Thurs. - Fri. -Sat.

VILLAGE of the GIANTS
Starring — Tony Kirk and Johny Crawford
In Color

We Ye
quality stamps
Mechanic on Duty 6 am 10 pin
7 Days a Week
WE GUARANTEE OUR WORK
If It's Not Right .. .
We'll Do It Again Fre*

Pure Milk Company

W. C. DAMONS DX

FULTON, KY.

SERVICE STATION
4551 By-pass — Highlands

— DISTRIBUTED BY —

A

DIAL 472-3311

SAMS ONAR OWN AAA

nt Quick LieuIte
A Shopper Wank Ad

'1"S' EASY TO
t
8UY—SELL—REAIT—
MREAF/Alto
NOTICE TO CREDITO
RS
All creditors having
claims
gainst the este.; of
John T.
odges, deceased (or
those owing
Id estate) are notified
to present
em to one of the
undersigned in
ukedom. Tennessee,
immediately.
Mrs. Lillie Hodges
Mrs. Lorene Woodruff
Mrs. Hilda Halley
In a hurry? Too busy to
make
dessert for your family?
nun
• Mn. Violet Johnson do
your
• king for you. Mrr. Johtwoo
akes delicious home-made pies
to
rder. Jure cal her at 479-2183
and
cooking's done!
ellipireigMenelnenenegor

,
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HELP WANTED MAI F
OR
FEMALE: — Rawleigh business
available in FULTON CO. OR CITY
OF FULTON, HICKMAN & CLINTON. Experience
unnecessary.
Above average earnings. Write
kawleigh Dept. KYE-1071 240 Freeport.
—
—
Bird baths, flower pots, vases.
lawn ornaments. Buy direct
from
factory and save. Allen's Pottery,
Martin Highway, South Fulton.
—
—
—
—
WANTED • Women 18 to 40,
sewing
odschine operators, learners
or experienced. Apply Henry
I. Siegel
Company, South Fulton.
—
WANTED Good stock dog, or one
1501 can be trained for ‘stock dog.
412-3747, Fulton.

IPCOrt.ACTIoN
Use the Classifieds!
TRUCK DRIVERS
Aga 21-40
Semi or Straight
Experience not necessary. You
Ian earn over 53.00 per hour after
short training
Local placement
sery ice available You do not have
to relocate. For application write
Nation Wide Semi Division, 7,
Ilaeckl Freight Terminal Bldg.,
1255 Corwin Avenue, Hamilton
Ohio. Or call 513-895-8727. evenings
513-241-5572.

I TIRES I
Loads of '•nril For the tire or set
of Tires you want, ask Kin to
make you • deal at CIAO.
- — - - - - -

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
T•ble and chair sit
$12
Gener•I Electric Stone
$115
Bunk
ads complete with
matt
Cushion Floer
MIS •sq. yd.
Dixie Gas Ramp
Hot Point Itelkieminter and
Fr
$48.80
DoLuso Frost Cheer Gibson
R•frigerator
$159.95
DeLuxr Frost Clear Gibson
R•friginator
2189.95
DeLuse Frost Clear Gibson
R•friger•ter
$1190.9S

For A Real Buy!
For an cutst,nicling buy Ole Bill
says to come and see my 62
(bevy Impala. Its a 4 door
hite sedan with power steering
tower brake., and automati
c
insmission. A real buy that
niust be sven

at Ken-Tenn Auto Sales
engniiimennninemeetie•
6S PLYMOUTH FURY II, 4-dr.
64 GALAXIE hardtop, black,
rod interior • 390 • 3 speed
64 Galaxie SOS edein hardtop
S. •uternatIc; power steering
43 Sol Afro Sedan, local ent
owner
63 CHEVROLE,T Bel Air Sedan
42 FORD G•laxie 2-door H-1.
62 CHEVY II, 4-dr. powerglido
62 FAIRLANE SOO, lowner
62 FORD 3-seat wagon, extra
clean, 8, crulemnatic, power
62 GALAXIE I. cruisomatic,
power, 1 roomer; red
white
61 Ford Galaxio beilen, 44144w,
V4 automatic, bide*, good,
cleai% local car.
61 CHEVROLET
Bisc•yr4
sedan

"CREAM OF THE
CROP"
62 FALCON; Bucket
Seats,
like new
62 PLYMOUTH 4 • door
gelvirder•
61 FALCON, clean, low mile.
age, autem•lic
61 CHEVROLET hardtop 4-cyl
auterrietic; clean
61 FORD deleor; eutornatie
641 CORVAIR; automatic, clean,
I swear
60 FORD station wagon
14 OALAXIIII V-S; Automatic
60 STUDEBAKER, OD SC Or.
60 FALCON 2-door, black,
straight
St CHEN, Impale 443r; V-4,
outernatk
$t CHEV wagon, 4-deor
58 NASH Mi.ropo!orn, 1-door
hardtos
87 CHM,. 6-cyl outeoriole
56 PONTIAC 2-door hardtop

In

WADE'S USED
Fornitor• Store
Fulton
Phone 472-3421

FCC

Say You Saw It In
THE SHOPPER
EXUM TV AND
ELECTRIC SERVICE

Ill; VLInut

472-373?

THE HIPSTER--Neatest
teen look around the mock
suspender dress — a
onepiece outfit with suspenders
stitched into place. Navy
cotton denim is teamed with
a yellow calico print for this
retitle Tugs drew, will,
matching head scarf.

FULTON PAINT & GLASS

ItiSTANT
KEACURe

Fulton, 1Cy

REAL ESTAM 11)11 SALE

(psi ADD GAskvo

Nice 2-bedroom house in Highland.
Attractively priced for quick sale.
3 acres of land with large 3-bedroom house with den, living room,
dining room, plenty of large closets,
2 baths, enclosed 2-car garage, and
a good 3-room tenant house, plenty
fruit trees pecan trees. This is a
very comfortable country home
for any size family. Located within 1-2 miles of city limits, Kentucky side

CLEANEST

111111111:11
FON
D SALO
Mayfield

EXCHANGE

buy IS-at

This sp-inq put swing
into your living by
stepping up to a late
model car. There's fun
at your finger bps
turn to the classified
columns
a real hep
pleasure car is waiting
for you!

CALICO GAL—Cotton calico creates a real "fun" look
for summer. Designer Jo
Hardin of Dallas adds a
snappy seahorse applique
and gay ruffles to the cool
sleeveless top above slim
pants.

Fv1iovsk .

Furniture Company

WOWS
St'tor %be r

Highway
Phone 472-1110

Good house, large lot located on
Broadway, South Fulton. This place
oan be converted into commercial
property. Priced right.

479-2271

OiNcost A LATE MODEL
USED

GIVE YOUR CAR A
COMPLETE CHECK UP
before hitting the road for
summer.
KING HAS A COMPLETE SERVICE DEPT. and 3 trained
mechanics.

NINO SIZE DEALS
101 WEST STATE LINE • S FULTON,TENN

THE FIZZLE FAMILY

By NT.lIMO

X. -TNINK YOU'RE'
VERY RUDE....
READING AM 714E
TABLE

PUGGY
I- DIDN'T KNOW
WHERE -rkE
AZORES WERE!

(
IN -THE FUTURE YOU
SHOULD REMEMBER
WHERE 'IOU PUT
-THINGS!

Good 7-room house in excellent repair, 1 1-2 baths, central gas heat
in basement, located on Walnut
Street. Owner say sell. Price is
right

An outstanding house with 2 very
large bedrooms, large dining room,
modern kitchen all in excellent repair. Located on Green St., West
Fulton. Price is reasonable.

(I l5L511 It I \I

MOTOR COMPANY,INC.

Ellis Heathcort — Aubrey Tay— Larry Seey, Glenn
Used Car Lot 472-3241 Fulton Faulkner, Dwain and Dan
Main office 472-2466
Taylor.
lor

A nice 2-bedroom brick with large
rooms. Located on 1.7 acres of land
two-tenths mile out of South Fulton
on 45E. Price has been reduced.

An extra good large house located on Arch Street, East Fulton, Good 3-bedroom brick
with basenot far out and in the best of re- ment on corner lot.
Located in
nail.
Highlands. Priced to sell.

Get your Rambler and Pontiac parts
from their parts dept.
CALL TODAY!

...fewarntymtsArtv
TAYLOR Chev.-Biticklac.

A very gocd large house on Green
Street. Priced very reasonably

Nice 3-bedroom house with den, 2- 3-bedroom brick, den, dining room.
baths. carport, located in Country inside trim all walnut tinieh. This
is one of the best places around
Club Court.
here. Located op Highway 51 north
of
Fulton.
If you are in the market for an
-especially nice home Arid caii.af-,
ford a home priced at 00,000 'of .3.bedroom house with Wilt and
more, I can make you an attractive dining room, about 2 acres of land,
located in Crutchfield, Ky. This
Altering.
house is only 4 years old. Priced
to
sell.
Good 5-room house located at 106
--Cedar Street, East Fulton. on nice Nice
3-bedroom brick house on
lot. Price is reasonable.
large lot located in Dublin, Ky.
Price is right.
Beautiful new house, with 3 bed:
rooms and den in Howard Milarn
Large house in good repair located
Subdivision. Very nice house.
on College Street, Kentucky side

Moroi Storks.
Oredir and Iloyien Veneto

PUGOY SAID HE'D BE
OUT AT 3 Cti SHARP!
WoeaDER Weer' NE'S
LATE 2

PITTSBURGH WAILINDE
COVERS BETTER
IN ONE COATI
Costs less because It goes further!
Phone 472-3201

oswoowsisseoriwwwows

and

Ford Wotolt. ovhomeNe ond

raLt.

Wallhide
Latex
with GHP*

BEST

USED FURNITURE

WILSON MOTORS

Call Mr. Hughes
479-2211

The

40 FALCON 2 door
S9 Ford pickup, 6-ryl..
57 CHEVROLET Boialr ,.den;
extra nice
85 CHIIVROLET pickup; longcustom cab

216.1S ether cora, trucks

"Zebra Test" proves WALLIIIDE with GNP*
covers better than other wall paints!

COL. C. W. BURROW and ROY D.TAYLOR, Broker
s

"OWN

04 FORD truck, tecyl; good
condition
SO GMC 34-ton; hydraulic lift
on IN!
49 DODGE '-toe stake truck

—MUST SELL—
Singer zig-zaq sewing
machine. Cost over
$289.50 new. Pay balance"
$72.16 or payments of
$5.00 each.

Grocery store located in good
small town with living quarters
adjoining
Ideal business opportunities for someone who wants
to
work.

TRAIN-STOPPER—Railroad striped cotton denim is
the "in" look in sportswear.
Here it shapes a two-piecer
with hiprider top and slim
skirt. By Petites Unlimited
of Dallas.

The Robert Goodwin Grocery
Store
'b..ilding. Good location and priced Brewer Machine Shop, nice large
tid and good building.
for a quick sale.
Property
now rented.

FHA Says Loans
Processed Speedily

45 acres of good land with
good
house located on East State
Line,
Tennessee side.

WASHINGTON — The Federal
.Housing Administration says Improved paperwork procedures,
now in effect nationally, speed
the processing of home mortgage
commitments, The time in one
insuring office was cut from
three weeks to three to four
dais.

MARTIN
SENOUR
PAINTS
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

PL.: 1 1111; i

Nice large building with concrete
floor located. on Broadway in
South Fulton. This betiding can be
used for almost any kind of business. Plenty of room and good location. We want to sell it.

25 acres of unimprovedland,
beautiful building site. Located
on
Mullins School black lopped
road,
west of Wingo. Kentucky.

3211 acres of good hill land near
Birdwell, Kentucky. Price is right
2 acres of land with new 3-bedroom house located on a main highway. Prieed to sell.

32 acrernf good land, good house
and bans with modern convene
ences. Mts is a very nice clean
15 acres of land with small
house place. Located one-tenth
mile off
located 1-2 mile south of
Dukedom. a black-topped road,
north of Water
Tennessee.
Valley, Kentucky.
99 acres of well
-improved land in 25
acres of level land with a good
Hickman County.
small house recently remodeled
Located about 3 miles southeast
100 acres of good hill land with of Fulton
in Tennessee.
new house and dairy barn. Located on black-topped road. This farm 43 acres
of good land with beautiis a good buy. You can get posses- ful building
site located 11-4 miles
sion soon.
east of Fulton on Kentucky side.

12 acres of land, 3-bedroom brie
home with 2 baths, located on E.
Beautiful building lots in Mrs
State Line, Kentucky side. This
is dowview Subdivision, Fulton, Kenan extra - good country home
tucky.
'price is reasonable.

1

We have other property for sale
not bated in this ad.

We can furnish you a location for
your new home or build you a
house on your location.

COL. C. W. BURROW and
ROY D. TAYLOR, Brokers
201 ( ,T11111

Avc.,ue Fulton Kentucky

'

Ic
,
o
Fulton, Ky.
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PIGGL
Y WIGGLY
203

SCASH

\JACKPOT ,
11?
-717/7$

5. BROADWAY IN SOUTH FULTON TENN.

tr.
•

A

A

4

a *

•4

•

MINUTE STEAK 10za$1.00
TURKEYS
lb. 39c
BACOV`Vin'el lb. pkg $1.00
BRAINS
lb, pkg. 49c

•

•
•

a

Grad" Tome

$200 Winner Last Week

PIGGLY WIGGLY

Fresh

Pork

Armour's Matchless
Tray
Lb.
Pkg.

•

„-

•
Mrs. Charles Moss
South Fulton

BOLOGNA

•

39c1 BEEF LIVER

Chunk Style

39c

Sliced

•
•

PICNICS 39:PORN UV
Reelfoot

HAMBURGER

Meat

1.00

3 Lb. Pkg.

Colonial

SOS

"WI I
Swaim.
lachni
was sis

25L.

10 LBS

BA&
••• • • • • ••

e • • • •• •
Jar

Lb.

BRIC.714T
STAR

Save 27c

Imperial 20 oz. Preserves

Fresh

Smoked

Aliens

2 Lb. Can

Shedds

Quart

Win You Pie Filling

Soutl
Comps
chstrib
near
mint
factor.

3 - 21 as.

STRAWBERRY

3k CHIC & DUMPLING 2 for 49c PRUNE JUICE
39c CHERRIES
$1.00
Hunts Fruit
Bits-O-Saa
16 oz. Cans
oz. Cans
20 oz.jar 39c COCKTAIL
PEACH
4 for $1.po SPAG Red Cross
TUNA.
4for $1.00
10C
Imperial Preservn
Hunts
Stokeys
29 oz. Cans Sunset Gold
10 oz. Cant
8 oz. Cans
39c
jar
oz.
20
BLACKBERRY
4for $1.00 BISCUITS
PEACHES
6for 4k APPLE SAUCE 6 for $1.00

Imperial Preserves

Swifts Zip Top

1

ALL

FLAVORS

3CARTONS
1000 Island Dressing

.
3 - 15 oz. Cans

Swifts Zip Top

15 oz. Cans

3for $1.00

SPAG & MEAT BALLS
VIENAS

5 - 4 oz. $1.00

Swift Zip Top

3 - 15 oz. Cans

3 for VIM
15 oz. Can

39c

27 Z. :;ans Dixie Belle

Lb. Box 25c

2 Lbs. Liquid Detergent

CRIS

Quart

at.

2 Lbs. 45c THRIFTY_

aeEO
en

$1.00
lo • 15 as. Cans
MEXICAN STYLE BEANS VAX

Schoolday

10 • 15 oz. Cana

Altana
S. 17...
_
S

$1.00

16 oz. Cans
- $1.00

IS oz. Can

we

Rt.stAa.va. Tse. Fts“st-k-I'To \..‘r•it.T •

CASH JACKPoi

10-z

PEAS__

10 - IS oz. Cans

Allan.

6 - 303

$1.30

$1.00

BIG 25 LB
BAG-

. Pkg.

Frozen B•ked

POTATOES_

___ 35c

Frozen French Fried

3 • 2 Lb.

$1.00

POTATOES
Frozen Sticks

5 • Lb. Box

_ $1.00

FISH_

••• •• • •• •••

Home Grown

Lb. 1110
Greens

10 • 15 oz. Cans

Allan.

PORK & BEANS _____ $1.00
10 • 15 oz. Cans

Allan.

SPAG--

- $1.00
2 oz. Jar 10 for

Stuffed

7*"

$1.00

NAVY BEANS _
Jun* Picnic

PINTO BEANS

Pride sf Illinois

TOMATOES _

131R1C-E5 GOOD T%-% R1) SA7

$1.00

10 • IS an. Cans

•
0•••••••
WWWWW111

SOME OF TIIE

,
:
!
4 LUCKY.:.40
:JACKPOT!
WINNERS'

Aliens

•
Mandalay Crushed
PINEAPPLE-

Tomatoes

10 • 15 as. Cans

MUSTARD GREENS

• •• • • • • • • • • • •

Celo Tube

10 • 15 as. Cana

Aliens

EARLY JUNE PEAS-_ $1.00

TURNIP GREENS

PEAS_

4

10 • 15 as. Cans

NORTHERN BEANS ___ _ $1.00

Aliens

3LB.CAN
Peat Moss sf Rose Bushes
50
Jumbo Size'
RED

POTAT

$1.00

_-

49c

The Finest Shortening
You Can Buy

Lb
Bag

10 • IS on. Cans

Allons

HOMINY_
Athens

9k CRACKERS_

Blue

1

691
COT+
1 LB.CAN

5 - 4 oz.

Swifts Sausage

LIMAS & HAM
8 oz. bolt 29c CORNED BEEF HASH.

BRAVO WAX

In
agreer
Jegn
of "D.
Paris
largerl
produc
FAche
The
faetur,

3-15 oz. Cans $1.00

BEEF STEW

Swifts Zip Top

WISH BONE__

MM

7

7 ,s. Dirg

PIGGWWIGGI
SOUTH BROADWAY

SOUTW3FULTBN,TENNESSEE
111111.11.1

-

OLIVES__

$1.00

14041/14liftro 'Thor s
iday &S

MON.

..0•4611.

8 - 9
V

- p.
clis.c.vcs

Ira Brown
$500.00
Earl Tibbs
$700.00
Norman Perry $450.00
Betty Grissom $300.00
James Wall $350.00
Bill Netherland $350.00
Carl Lewis
$300.00
W.L.Kiestler $2110.00
Sandra Holt $250.00

%1/4 CARDS AT...;
PIGGLY WIGGLY

IN So.FuLTo

Wh,
the e
said:
egoth
our
was
of au
tam
South
else I
val. .
perso
the s
If yo
too.
Th.
editel
the
want
missi
terril
ed ot
quail
sheet

NOM!NG TO BUYREGISTER ONCE..
-sr GET YOUR * 4.

Ecuw
Mond
week'
over
copiet
senge
off th
dustri
weekimpre
plime

1

Quit.]
night
Presi
lecte
the r
to hs
wher
Late.
the I

